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ABSTRACT

In the midst of the agitation and turmoil engulfing the Ameri-
can campus in recent years, a number of college and university

faculties have turned to a restructuring of power relations in
institutions of higher education by adopting the techniques of

collective bargaining. While there is a measure of agreement in

the literature over the causes of faculty bargaining, there are

major disagreements over the probable consequences for the system

of higher education of the move towards faculty bargaining. The

purpose of this research is to set out a conceptual frameworlyfor
explaining variations in the impact of faculty bargaining on
institutions of higher education.

The- conceptual framework is presented in three parts. First,

a model of the bargaining exchange process is sketched out Second,

an input model describing the structures, processes and behavioral
relationships (independent variables) affecting the operation of

the bargaining exchange process is developed. Third, an output

,model identifying the expected consequences of faculty bargaining

(dependent variables) is presented. A number of the concepts used
to generate the framework were deduced from available partial
theories, while others were gre7.mded in empirical research currently
being conducted in New Jersey titutions of higher education.

While faculty organizations are likely to have important effects
on institutions of higher education, the framework developed illus-
trates that generalizations concerOilag the eXtent of the impact of
faculty bargaining are extremely hazardous without determining the

way in which forces internal and external to a particular system
operate through the bargaining system parameters to produce differ-
ential collective bargaining effects.
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I. INTRODUCTION1

In the midst of the agitation and turmoil engulfing the Ameri-

can campus in recent years, and perhaps in part as a consequence of

this unrest, a number of college and university faculties have turned

to a restructuring of power relations in institutions of higher

education by adopting the techniques of collective bargaining. The

faculty bargaining movement in two-year colleges is well underway.

It is estimated that the faculty in one-fifth of all two-year insti-

tutions in the United States are now represented by bargaining agents

(5:4gin, 1973b). While the bargaining movement has spread to four-

year colleges and universities, the movement is not exactly burgeon-

ing, particularly in private institutions where "no union" votes

have won in one-third of the elections (Garbarino, 1972a). Since the

first four-year institution was organized by the American Federation

of Teachers in 1967 (U. S. Merchant Marine Academy), six percent of

all four-year institutions have been included in faculty bargaining

units (Begin, 1973b). When this information is coupled with low

membership figures in many four-year institutions where there are

bargaining units, it is not clear that faculty in four-year institu-

tions are completely convinced (Garbarino, 1972a). Nevertheless, a

trend towards bargainirg is evident.

Many commentators on the origins of, faculty bargaining agree

that the precipitating forces leading to the organization ofcollege

and university faculties are the product of generalized pressures

affecting our colleges and universities -- the campus unrest of the

1960's, the shrinking academic job market, increasing external con-

trols, the current financial squeeze and the coverage of faculties

in both private and public institutions by labor legislation faci-

litating the organizational process (for example, see Gerbarino,

1971, pp. 1 -20) Continuing disaffection with universities by legis-

latures, students and the public and increasing competition for the

tax dollar are certain to reinforce the movement toward the repre-

sentation of faculties by external bargaining agents.

While there may be a measure of agreement over the causes of

faculty bargaining, there are major disagreements over the probable

consequences for the system of higher education of the move towards

faculty bargaining. One advocate of faculty unionism 'believes in

Lths7 collective bargaining process because, being professionals in

an employee status, this can reinforce our professionalism (Kugler,

1969, p. 6)." Others are predicting that faculty bargaining will

have a largely unfavorable impact on college and university systems.

The:author gratefully acknowledges the contributions which a nuMber

ofindividuals'have made to this docutentl.,but partioul'ar;y: my,

associates :orCthe'study of'faculty:bargaining injiewJersey,

BaulaAleXander, Steve Browne, Joan WiskoWski-ianack Chernick,

Chairman:of:the Research::Sectien,:: Inatitute of Management and

Labor Relations, Rutgers UniyersitY.



"...In dividing the university into worker-professors and manager-
administrators and governing boards, it imperils the premise of
shared authority, encourages the polarization in interests, and
exaggerates the adversary concern over interests held in common
(Kadish, 1972, p. 122)."

Although it is a reasonable hypothesis that-faculty bargaining
will bring about changes in traditional modes of academic goVernance
and in faculty - administration relationships, the probable degree and
direction of change is not entirely clear. The purpose of this paper
is to set out a conceptual framework for explaining variations in
the impact of faculty collective bargaining on in6tilutions of higher
education. Identification of the nature and the deteroinants of the
prObable consequences of faculty bargaining, though necessarily
imperfect at the current stage of development of collective bargain-
ing theory, is indispensible to systematic, in-depth studies of institu-
tions in which faculty bargaining is taking place if these studies
are to contribute to the development and further organization of know
ledge.

The discussion in the following chapters will first sketch out
a model of the bargaining emnange process. Second,.an input model
describing the structures, processes and behavioral relationships
(independent variables) affecting the operation of the bargaining
exchange process will be developed. Third, an output model identify
ing the expected consequences of faculty bargaining (dependent vari-
ables) will be presented. A number of the concepts used to generate-
the framework discussed in the following pages were deduced from
available partial theories, while others were grounded in empirical
research currently being conducted in New JerseyInstitutions of
Higher Education. The la-der apProach served to relate available
partial theorieS to the unique aspects of faculty collective. bargain-
ing. Also useful in this respect were conversations over the past
year with administrators and/or faculty organization officials from
many of the four-year institutions now involved in faculty bargaining.3

'--An integral part of the research in New Jersey has been the'obser.-
vation of negotiating activities at Rutgers University since their
beginning in.1969, and more recently at other institutions in the_
state.' EInterviewa With the principle partieaand a questionnaire
survey of the faCulty are alsO part of the research design., This:
research was funded initially under an Office Of Education grant,
for which this document' is the final report, and subsequently by
the Carnegie .Corporation Of New York. The researci- Will:be completed
in 1974: :.

3
Central Michigan University, Oakland University, City University of
New York, State University of New. York, Massachusetts:StateCollege
System, Southeastern Massachusetts University, St. John's University,
Long Island University, SEiginaW Valley State College, pennSYlvania
State College System, :Temple Uniersity, Wayne State UniVersiti.
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II. DEVELOPMENT OF BARGAINING MODEL

Introduction

In reviewing the existing literature in respect to industrial
relations theory for assistancein formulating a bargaining model,
it becomes clear that industrial relations does not possess a body
of accepted theory ready at hand for application to a particular
instance of collective bargaining: Students of industrial relations
have supported this conclusion a number of times over the years
(for example, see Somers, 1969).

Nevertheless, the review did point towards the probable relevance
of a behavioral theory of the collective bargaining process formulated
by Walton and McKersie (1965). The bargaining exchange model devel-
oped by Melton and McKersie serves as an extremely useful means for
relating the input and output variables, that is, the way in which
forces internal and external to a particular system of higher educa-
tion operate through the bargaining system parameters to produce
differential collective bargaining effects. As a result, Walton
and McKersie's work will be used, along with other sources, as the
basis for identifying relevant variables and explanatory relation-
ships in respect-to the impact of faculty bargaining. A general

description of Walton and McKersie (1965, pp. 4-6) follows:

The Analytical Framework

Labor negotiations, as an instance of social nego-
tiations, is comprised of four systems of activity, each
with its on function for the interacting parties, its
own internal logics, and its own identifiable set of
instrumental acts or tactics.

We shall refer to each of the distinguishable
systems of activities as a Subprocess. The first sub-
process is distributive bargainin.g.,. 'its function is to

resolve pure conflicts of interest. The second,
tive bargaininE0 functions to find common or complementa-
ry- interests and solve problems confronting both parties.
The third ,,ubprocess is attitudinal structuring, and its
functions are to influence the attitudes of the partici-
pants toward each other and to affect the .basic bonds
which relate the two parties they represent. A fourth
subprocess, intraorganiiationalbargaining,'has the
fUnction of achieving consensus within each of the
interacting groups.

Distributive Bargaining_. Distributive bargaining
is a hypothetical construct referring to the complex
system of activities instrumental to the attainment of
one party's goals when they are in basic. conflict with
those of the other party. It is the type of activity
most familar to students of negotiations; in fact, it is
"bargaining" in the strictest sense of the word. In



social negotiations, the goal conflict can relate to
several values; it can involve allocation of any re-
sources, e.g., economic, power, or status symbols.
What game theorists refer to as fixed -sum games are the
situations we have in mind: one person's gain is a loss
to the other. The specific points at which the negotia-
ting objectives of the two parties come in contact define
the issues. Formally, an issue will refer to an area of
common concern in which the objectives of the two parties
are assumed to be in conflict. As such, it is the sub-
ject of distributive bargaining.

Integrative Bargaining. Integrative bargaining
refers tothe system of activities which is instrumental
to the attainment of objectives which are not in funda-
mental conflict with those.of the other party and which
therefore can be integrated to some degree. Such objec-
tives are said to detine an area of common concern, a
problem. Integrative bargaining and distributive bar-
gaining'are both joint decision-making. processes. How-
ever, theSe processes are quite dissimilar and yet are
rational responses to different situations. Integrative
potential exists when the nature of a problem permits
solutions which benefit both parties, or at least when
the gains of one party do not represent equal sacrifices
by the other. This is closely related to what game
theorists call the varying-sum game.

Attitudinal Structuring. Distributive and integra-
tive bargaining pertain to economic issues and the rights
and obligations of the parties, which are the generally
recognized.content of.labor negotiations. However, we
poatulate that an additional major -function. of negotia-
tions is inflUencing the-relationships between parties,
in particUlar such attitudes as' friendliness-hostility,
trust, respect, and the motivational orientation of
competitiveness-cooperativeness. ,Although the existing
relationship pattern is,acknowiedged to beinfluenced by
many enduring forces (such as the technical andeconomic
context, the basic personality dispositions of key
participants, and the social:belief systems which pervade
the two parties), the negotiators ,can and do take advan-
tage of the interaction system of negotiations to pro
duce attitudinal change.

Attitudinal structuring is our term for the system
of activities instrumental to the attainment of:desired

'relationship patterns between,the parties. Desired.
relatiOnship patterns usually give content to this pro-
cess-in away,:cOmparable to that of issues and problems
in distribUtive and ,integrative:processes. The'distinc7
tion among.the processes 'Is:that whereas thefirst two
are joint decision-making processes, attitudinal struc-.
turing is a socioemotional interpersonal process designed
to change attitudes and relationships.



Intraorganizational Bargaining. The three processes
discussed thus far relate to the reconciliation process
that takes plaCe between the union and the company. Dur

ing the course of negotiations another system of activities,
designed to achieve consensus Within the union and within
the company, takes place. Intraorganizational bargaining
refers to the system of activities which brings the expec-
tations of prinCipals into alignment with those of the
chief negotiator.

The chief negotiators'often play important but
limited roles in formulating bargaining objectives. On

the union side, the local membership exerts considerable
influence in determining the nature and strength of
aspirations, and the international union may dictate
the inclusion of certain goals in the bargaining agenda.
On the company side, top management and various staff
groups exert their influence on bargaining objectives.
In a sense the chief negotiator is the recipient of two
sets of demands -- one from across the table and one
froM his own organization. Hia'dilemma stems from con-

flict at two levels: differing aspirations about issues
and differing expectations about behavior.

Intraorganizational bargaining within the union is

particularly interesting. While it is true that for
both parties to labor negotiations many individuals not
present in negotiations are vitally concerned about what
transpires at the bargaining table, the union negotiator
is probably subject to more organizational constraints
than his company counterpart. The union is a political
organization whose representatives are elected to office

and in which contract terms must be ratified by an

electorate.

Figure 1- illustrates how the four subprocesses relate the union

and management bargaining teams which are in conflict. The distri-

butive bargaining, the integrative bargaining and the attitudinal
structuring processes directly relate the union and management bar-

gaining teams and the intraorganizational bargaining process re-
lates the bargaining teams to their respective contituencies.

The Relationship of the Subprocesses

The tactics peculiar to each subprocess are basic to the inter-

action of the four subprocesses. As will be seen, some of the tac-

tics of the individual processes facilitate the interaction of the

subprocesses, while others create dilemmas for the bargaining teams.

Integrative and Distributive Subprocesses. In the distributive
bargaining, process in which fixed resources are being all:.)cated, the
basic tactic is to minimize the opponent's information about one's
bargaining position while maximizing one's information about the

opponent's bargaining without making commitments. On the other hand,
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the:integratiVe process: is LitprobletsolVingsituation requiring
relatively oPen communications as the parties seekaut solutions
toand,then resolVe problems To developinformation for:solving
ProblemsubCommittees areoften appointed. enhancing integrative
bargaining. :.ifowever, if the negotietionsHhav'e a largely distribu7"
tive flavor, the parties may not want to indicate the'tleXibility
which,the,agreemehttodevelop subcoMmittees conveys (Walton and

McKersie,1965) Additionally, a high degree of trust is necessary

fora PrOblemsolving, integrative bargaininga-pproach,::whereas,
inHdistributiVejiargainingtrust,exists "in 'more limited and subtle

ways (p. 182)." Since any,bargaining;situation involves both
issues and problems, the naMe of the game is to integrate the tac-

tics in such a way 'as to attain agreement.

Attitudinal Structuring and Distributive .Subprocesses
attitudinalstructuringprocessinvolVeathe ueteof taans aimed
at'..,maintainingorchangingHthe nature of the.,bargaining-relation7'

, ahip.heattitUdinalBstructuring'proceas and the distributive
bargaining: process are'Oftenmutually interferingA)rOCessea;

A tactic designed,toproMote abetter relationship fre7

uently entails a sacrifice Of the substance ofdistri7
butive'bargaining; and conversely a tactic designed::to
achieVe a4istributive,gain often' the

relationship(p.

Generally, attempts aimed at maintaining or improving a relationship
interfere with the tactics of the distributive process. There are

situations when the tactics of the two sllbproceeses are mutually
facilitating, but they tend to be extreme situations, e.g., develop-

ing minimum levels of trust and acceptance to prevent destructive

outcomes.

Integrative and Attitudinal; Structuring Subprocesses.', The'
tactics of the integratiVe,andattitudinal structuring processes
haveHfeW, if any, conflicts.

Ilteforeintegrativebargaining:can take place, the two
organizations need., developagood:measureoftrust:
aricifriendlineSS. The activities of talking frankly
aboutones!needs, sharingjnformatiOnilointly,formu-:
-latingsolutions, etc. cannot be undertaken,unless
trust is present. The problem-solVingactiVity:serves
to improve the relationship even further (p. 279)-.

IntraoraniBargaining,,and,Distributive Subprocesses.
In intraorganizational bargainingthe,,negotiating,teamsare respon7
siblefor)pringing'the expectations Oftheir respective constitu
encies :into' line with therealitiesof:bSrgaining. Keeping
.constituents Prom being committed or trying:to' reduce:theircom-
mitment to certain preferred pargaining oUtcomes,is:a difficUlt
task since the intraorganizational process: is so closely linked
with the other,proCeases..



Almost by definition the two processesof-intra
organizational:bargaining and,diptributiVe bargaining:

Tr ziflict In distributive bargaining the nego7,
tempts' to modify the Opponent's poeitionto7
,xpectationsiof his princiPals. In internal

fining :the 'negotiator endeavOrs ' bringtheexpec
of alignment with thoseOf

the':opponent,, In this sense, the purposes of these two
activities are diainetrically oppoeed.The two processes
aleo frequently:interfere with each other at the tacti7
cal level.

Distributive bargaining involves tactical attempts
to crystallize internal feeling and increase the will-
ingness to fight. These and other steps are helpful in
conveying strong commitment and increasing the power
position of the party. All these activities conflict
with intraorganizational bargaining, in which the nego-
tiator reduces feeling, divests the membership of ambit-
ious objectives, and generally strives to prevent the
membership from developing too great an attachment to
any particular proposal.

A particularly important limitation is placed on
effective distributive bargaining in which the negotia-
tor is unsure of his ability to revise his own organiza-
tion's position. He is foreclosed, for example, from
making a timely concession -- one which might lead to
the best overall distributive results -- when his own
organization is not yet convinced of the need for a
concession (pp. 344-5).

However, the tactics used in the,intraorganizational and dis-
tributive processes do not always conflict.

Fob example,:: by maintaining a firm'position (distributive
.tactic), Opponent:pan help:Party revise' the position of
his own organization,. giving,up on an
issue very grudgingly and making a.:Ipig,itsueover a
small point (distributive tactic), Party CanThelpOppOnent
distort the level of achieveMent as perceived by party't
organization' In bothcases, the distributive tactics
of one assisted the other inaChieving internal consensus
(P 346).

Intraorganizational:Bargainingand Attitudinal Structuring
Subprooesses.Therelationshipbetweem intraorganizational be, -
gaining andAattitudinal etructuring:processea":is basic.

The relationship ThetweenHthe two negotiators is some7
'times a constraint on the',behavioronenegOtiator might
use to,comply:withthe expectations ol%meMbers of his
own organization. H At otherjtiies, .the relationship. bond
actuallyenables:the negotiator:to be more effective in
achieving internal consensus (P,349):.



In distributive bargaining particularly, attitudinal structur-

ing plays an important part in acComOdatin6.:intraorganizational

needs' tO,bargaining:realities: "...many of the attitudinal struo-

turing tactics:involved helping Opponent sometimes in ways that

strengthend his'position'Jinternally (p.

Intraorganizational Bargaining and Integrative Subprocesses.

The intraorganizational bargaining and integrative bargaining pro-

cesses can have positive or negative interactions.

Very often integratiVe bargaining is impeded by intra-

organizational PressUreS-whichrequirethe:pegotiator
to act in a Specified:way :HisconstitUents may not

tolerate off.;.the7record discussion; subcommitteesind
the other tactics necessary for integrative bargaining.

Nor maythe,conStituentS:teHsatisfied,with an agreement

that had been reached:via problem solving .(p350).

On the other,hand,

Intraorganizational'bargaining aims at developing

flexibility in one's position. To the extent that the

organization takes a more flexible position, the purposes

of integrative bargaining can also be served.

Consider the tactic of bringing the constituents

face to face with the realities of the situation. Such

a move can serve thel purposes of intraorganizational

bargaining by forcing the constituents to revise their

aspirations and the purposes of, integrative 'bargaining

by making available more viewpoints and problem solvers

(assuming that their energies are harnessed through

subcommittees, etc.).

Even the alternate tactic of isolating the member-

ship serves the same double purpose- Such a move is

functional for intraorganizational bargaining in that it

prevents them from perceiving the actual level of achieve-

ment until it is too late; and it is functional for inte-

grative bargaining in that it removes constraining in-

fluences from the bargaining room, thereby allowing the

key participants to increase joint achievement through

problem solving (p. 351).

Although this brief summary of Walton and MbKarsiels theory

of social negotiations certainly does not do justice to the complex
development given in their book, it serves as a useful base for

exploring the model's application to the development and implica-

tions of the faculty bargaining process.
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III. INPUT MODEL -- FACTORS AFFECTING
OPERATION OF BARGAINING PROCESS

The task at this point is to relate the structure, processes
and behavioral relaUonships of higher education (the inputs) to
the collective bargaining process (the exchange mechanism) in such
a way as to explain variations in the operation.of the, bargaining
process. Walton and McKersie's analytical framework of the collec-
tive bargaining .process,discussed in the previous section, serves
as a useful vehicle for developing this relationship.

The emergent collective bargaining system is a product of the
internal and 'external 0..,-ironment in which it evolved, that is
the internal structural .aid behavioral dimensions of a particular
academic institution or system of higher education and the econo-
mic and political forces external to a particular institution or
system of higher education. It is necessary to place systems of
higher education in an external environment because, as one author
notes:

An organization is somewhat analogous to a living organ-
ism, since it is shaped by the environment in which it
is born and nurtured. Just as organizations change,
environments change and to ignore the latter is to mis-
understand the former (Filley, 1969, p. 81).__-

The primary inputs to Walton and McKersie'b behe-vioral theory
of collective bargaining, of course, are the attitudes and behavior
towards the bargaining process of the participants -- the members
of the bargaining unit, the members of the management hierarchy
and the respective negotiators for these groups. Producing these
participant attitudes and behavior towards the bargaining process
are forces internal and external to the particular system of
higher education where bargaining has originated. The explanatory
relationships among the input factors and between the input factors
and the barge wing process are quite complex, particularly when
a time dimension is considered. For example, while initial faculty
militancy is a function of > a certain set of, forces internal and
external to a particular organizational context, subsequent atti
tudes and behavior towards the bargaining process derive from
experiences with both the operation and output of the bargaining
process itself. Feedback from the operation of the bargaining
process to initial attitudes and behavior begins immediately. The
output model to be developed at a later point will deal with the
consequences of the bargaining process for higher education and
the way in which these consequences feed back to affect ongoing
and subsequent negotiations.

The discussion below will first consider the initial internal
and external determinants of faculty attitudes and behavior towards
bargaining and the impact which these would have on the bargaining



process. Included in this discussion will be an exploration

of the determinant3and.impact of the attitudes and behavior of

the faculty organization leadership,

11

Second, a similar examination, will be made of the initial

determinants of administrator attitudes and behavior towards the

bargaining process and the impact which these would have on the

operation of the bargaining process. A third area of discussion

will be the impact on participant attitudes and behavior, and
consequently, the operatlIon of the bargaining process, brought

about by structural and processual aspects of the bargaining pro-

cess which require the parties to relate to each other in certain

ways. The internal and external determinants of these structural

factors will also be detailed. FinallYy, bargaining power, al-

though a dimension of the bargaining process which is implicit

throughout the above areas of discussion, will receive coverage

in a separate discussion due to its importance to the operation

of the process.

Faculty Attitudes and Behavior

The purpose, of this section is to develop a model specifying

the various factors affecting faculty' attitude and behavior towards

collective bargaining.2 The task is somewhat complex due to the
fact that several levels of analysis are involved: the individual;

the small group (e.g., a department); the organization (e.g., an

institution or system of higher education);and the external environ-

ment. However, all of these levels are important in explaining how

faculty attitudes and behavior affect the bargaining process and

will be incorporated into the discussion below.

It is posited that a' faculty member's attitudes, and behavior .

towardscOilectiVeHbargainingare afunction of::afacUlty, member's
job: Satisfaction:.Which,inturn,-,,I js:AerivedfromI) the lnter
actions didtatedby:membershipyithincertain group and the

of and :.(2):tiTe'social

beliefs of::the-fatulty..To some extents. beliefs

are also a prOductof,organization and 8rotip variables.

The bargaining unit may include more than teaching faculty.
However, since the focus of the research is faculty bargaining,
the discussion will concentrate on faculty attitudes and behavior.

The implications for bargaining of heterogeneous bargaining units

are important, nevertheless, and will be discussed in a later

section.

2
This discussion excludes the impactfonfacult4attitudea and

behavior towards bargaining of'Structurand4rocesSual factors

peculiar:to'the bargaining procesa. This will be explored' in a

later section.,
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It can be:expectad that faculty attitudes and behavior towards
the collective bargaining!procass as derived from its, job satia-
faction andaocial,beliefa can condition the outcome of that pro-
cess in various ways.: If faculty attitudes are not fully supportive
of the bargaining process, then membership and participation in
bargaining activities may not follow. : The Mora4ifficulty the fa
culty' or4,EinizatiOn has in achieving consensus among its members
towards itsgoalai: the more difficulty it wiil have ,in presenting:
a united bargaining front. For example, faculty frOm institutions
with a degree of self - governance are-lest likely:to accept an
employee organization's attempts to intrude on or.:changa:this
traditional rola because, the faculty enter the bargaining process
with-a particular set of exactationsconcerningits role in aca-
demic:governanca. ision,whataver itssource, may
undermine a bargaining agentla strategies, increasing the prob
ability that'the bargaining:relationship betwaen the faculty bar-
gaining agent and,the administratiOn'will develop into a high
conflict, adversary relationship.-

Figure 2 illustrates the posited ralationshipsbetween faculty
job satisfaction, faculty: social beliefs, faculty attitudesand
behavior towards the bargaining prOcesa'and'theoperetion of;the
bargaining process. -kbOavioral:fraMeWorkdaveloped by Hellriegal,
French and:Pateraon (1970), means of identifying and pOr7
traying the assUmedrelationahipaHaMong-the key:variablaa.cOnsid
eredto proyida'tha::behavioral frameWork'oftaachers vis a vis
c011ective negotiations (p. 3o1)" was partiCulary.Useful: for:
relating faculty aatisfeCtiOnTwith its work and faculty social
beliefs to faculty attitudes and behaviorAoWarda collective
bargaining. ThefdisCUssion:below will elaborate on these rela-
tionships.

Faculty Satisfaction

Itia expected that faculty who express greater dissatisfac-
tion with their working environment will tend ,toaupportthe
normative view that=theraahouldba'yfOrmal participation in faculty
collective bargaining,: be more satisfied with or. express a desire
for ec:greater extent of participation by their bargaining agent in
setting their:conditiOnsbf aMployment:andbe"morallikely to parti
cipate in bargaining activities.

What arethediMenaiona of faculty dissatisfaction which ex--
Jplain differential facUlty, attitudes and behavior in regard to
Collactive bargaining? IJnfortunately:tharehae:been:little Sys-
temetic:raaaarch examiningeither facUltY job aatiafaction or
facultyaCcePtance of:the bargaining procesa. For eXample, Gustad
(1969):recently repOrtedthatHlittle is knoWn of the relationship
batweanHfacUlty aatisfaction and facUlty,wOrking:conditiona. As a
conaequence,H,thamostusefUl starting point is a lit 'of aatiefac-
Htionfactors developed:by:Hellriagel, French and. Patersonj1970)
from an extansive'reviaw of:theliterature dealing with ,.teacher
Abargaining inH..elementer'yand,aecondaryHschoolshe ten aatisTac-
tion dimensions Which they ideptified14ere: :rapport withHprincipal;
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satisfaction with teaching; rapport among teachers; salary; load;
curriculum; issuta; status; community support of education; school
facilities and services; and, community pressures. He7lriegel,
French and Peterson (1970) then measured the level of satisfaction
of a sample of public school teachers and found that the respon-
dent teachers were relatively satisfied with the role of teaching,
while, they were somewhat dissatisfied with the status and economic
rewards available in the role (the literature is generally consis-
tent with this finding). The results, in descending orde of
satisfaction were satisfaction with tat emagiunitY Pressures;
rapport among teachers; overall satisfaCtiOn; teacher load; teacher
ralport with principal; community support of education; curriculum
issues; school facilities and services; teacher status; and teacher
salary.

A review of the limited literature on faculty satisfaction
indicates that many of the satisfaction dimensions noted above
may be relevant for faculty in institutions of higher education
as well (for example, see Gusted, 1969; Balyeat, 1968; and
Theophilus, 1967). As a result, faculty support of the bargaining
process is expected, in part, to be a function of the following
groups of factors: economic benefits; working conditions; decision-
making authority in regard to faculty benefits and educational
policy; rapport with various levels of administrative leadership;
rapport among faculty; public support of education; and faculty
ihdependence and freedom in carrying out its duties. It remains
for systematic research 'to expand and, weigh these dimensions of
satisfaction. Some of the societal and organizational origins_
of faculty satisfaction are discussed below.

Faculty Social Beliefs

Although job satisfaction can directly influence a faculty
member's view of collective bargaining, it is also expected that
an individual's social beliefs can act as an intervening variable
between the two as well as directly affecting faculty percePtions
of collective bargaining (see Figure 2). Since not all of the
variance concerning faculty attitudes and behavior toward collec-
tive bargaining can be explained in terms of faculty satisfaction,
it is postulated that individual differences deriving from
experience in the larger society can condition the degree of job
satisfaction as well as affect the attitudes and behavior with
regard to collective bargaining.

For instance, one might hypothesize that perceived low
income on the part of a female teacher may result in
dissatisfaction with respect to salary. But if the
female in society has been conditioned to assume a more
passive and non-agressive role than the male, there may
be a lower propensity for females to support strikes
(liellriegel, et al, 1970, p. 383).
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As anothr exampL!, a faculty's concept of professionalism --

a particular set of ideas concerning the conditions under which

work is to oe done -- could cause it to become dissatisfied if the

work environment did not meet its professional expectations, e.g.,
lack of autonomy, but at the same time lead it to reject collective

bargaining and disdain strikes because of other pl--)fessioraI

e.g., service and respon91b114ty to the public.

One of the most important conclusions from a study by Corwin

(1970), was that school teachers who seemed to be more profession-

ally oriented to their work were more tension ridden. Indeed,

professionalism as measured by both attitudes and behavior seemed

to ensail a certain degree of conflict. In almost every test that

Corw#rmede, as teachers' average professionalism increases, the

confltact rates increased accordingly. Sex and average age of a

faculty accounted for some of this militancy. But when these were

held constant, the relationships between professionalism and con-

flict remained in faculties having varying terms of tenure.

Corwin (1970) felt that the idealogical conflict induced by

faculties trying.to accomodate simultaneously to the demands of

bureaucratization and professionalization would continue to grow.

Though his research was conducted early in the movement of school

teachers towardsLuntons,he would probably attribute this movement

in part to the teachers' desire to achieve professiondlism. In

the higher edurstion context, the faculties also may be attempting

to achieve (two-vear institutions) or protect (graduate institutions)
nrofessionalism_through collective bargaining. But will the desire

of faculty in four-year institutions to protect professionalism
lead-to widespread acceptance of the strike due to its

*Unprofessional' aspects?

A .faculty member's age, job experience, education, previous

unionlexposure (including parents' experiences), and social class

as represented-by his parents' occupations are other examples of

background characteristics which could condition acceptance of the

bargaining process. For example, Corwin (1970) found that men are

definitely mareemilitant than women, older faculty members are

more Dellitant than younger ones, and faculty from social science

discipMines are among the most militant in his sample.

Corwin (1970) also foundthat the most militant and thus the

most professional teachers were also the most satisfied, in con-

trest to the expectations of the model being discussed here that

the more dissatisfied faculty would be more likely to support

collentive bargaining. But why are "professional" teachers more

militant? As even Corwin indicated, one reason is that the pro

ressigmel teachers want more autonomy. Thus, it is unlikely that

professional, mdlitant faculty would be satisfied. with their

decision-r-making authority. Corwin's measure of satisfaction was

extrefieirely general, inrIuding only three items, thus specified areas

of satiSfaction con)d not be correlated with levels of militancy.

Until disproven by research results, the model being developed

here Nall specify that faculty job dissatisfaction is determinant of

faculty oupport of ahe bargaining process.
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Organizational and Group Characteristics

While individual-differences account fOr differences in levels
offar'ulty Job satisfaction and of facultyabOeptance cf the bar-,
gainiuprocess,,' organizationaliandgroUp Characteriatics arel. per -
haps pore' ImportpOt in Shaping:facultyattitudessnd:behaVior.,
Inded,the, mix of social beliefs: existing within a group Or!Organi7
zation are determined in part, bygroupand:Organizational,seIec..
tioncriteriaandby the.socialization process which. takes place,
within a group':or organization.

The main thrust ,of Corwin!s (1970)analysis ofteacher pro-
fessionalisMpndMilitancy':was "away froMithe'characteristics of
the people involved in conflict and into a conpideration'of teachers'
roles, their relationshipsin:the"Systemand the content and form
of:the'iSsue4, .tham.selvesjp..10) :corwins rationale for this
direction'ofanalysis; which isapplipable to the modell3eing devel-
oped liere, is ,that the drive towardorganizatiop hps more to'do
with organizational characteristicathan individual differences.
TheophiluP41967):in hiastud4:Of'faculty job,SatitfaCtionfound
that satisfaction attached by professors to certain potential incen-
:tiyes differed significantly among the SeveraIHOrganizatiOnal units
ofthe,uniVersity..In addition, twelvecharacteristics, such as
rank and age "were fbUnd tohaVeHcOmparatively little effect on
attitudes, therebysUpporting El.:C.Onclusion that a ProfesPors atti-
tudes:Of-Satisfaction:in iargermeasuredependedupori the unit to
which ,hebelonged.The inference was thatthedifferencesamong
units Were: 1YCaused byersonality:typea,thatgraVitated toward
a certain discipline or field;;Hand/Or:2):caUsed:ty differencesHiP
thelenvironmentofthe unit itself (administrative policies and
practices,:).eadership,' traditions,'peer"'grOup:influende, etc.):
(10, 35)."

.What are some of the Structural and processUalcharacteristiCs
of groups and organizations which affect levels of patiafaCtiOn and
sUpPort:of faCulty unionism ?' The'faotorsHihought::to be particularly
releVant to facUlty bargaining are size;:,lorganizational
theputhority:structureJind:the distribution of influence within
this structOresuperVision; resoUrceavailability; methods of
salary:JayMentand,:organizatiOnand group SOCialization7integration
processes (Indik and Berrien, 1968).

Size. InstitutiOnaI size could be:a factor contributing to
Conflict.. Studies of collective bargaining in,priVate:industry
indicate that'industrialdiaputea anth:work stoppages increase with
establishment size, partly, as one author noted, because morale
Varies inversely witiOinitsizeTI*nnenbauM,, 1965)-:. CorWin,(1970)
in his study of teachers foUndthat the largerschools in his'sample
were more militant

Met od of Salary, Payment. In institutions with structured salary
schedules' providing for automatic increments based on seniority and/or
merit, unified action is more likely to develop due to common salary
problems. In institutions without a structured salary system, a
tendency for new faculty and top scholars to receive a large proportion
of the wage increases may also lead to discontent and united action.
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Stability. A characteristic of two-year colleges and emerging

and changing four-year colleges affecting faculty dissatisfaction and

faculty acceptance, of the bargaining process is the "lack of an

academic tradition. Many community colleges were formed virtually

overnight, and the faculties were gathered rather suddenly from

many quarters ...the organizational structures and the mutual accomo-

dation of diverse faculty members have not had the usual mellowing

of years (Jacobs, 1972, p. 67). ", Thus, in community colleges and

other relatively new institutions, the absence of stabilized relation-

ships and structures can be a source of faculty dissatisfaction.

In teachers' colleges undergoing the transformation to a broader

curricula, dissatisfaction will occur for opposite reasons, that

is, because established structures and relationships are being upset.

Faculty in schools faced with a declining enrollment are likely to

be concerned about job security.

Resource Availability. Faculty satisfaction with public support

of education deals in part with whether it thinks the public and the

legislature is providing adequate financial support for what it

believes to be an acceptable university program. Additionally, the

resources available for faculty benefits could be expected to affect

the bargaining process if an institution is unable to meet the bar-

gaining patterns elsewhere. Faculty will experience greater dissatis-

faction in institutions that are unable to provide them with the

remunerative benefits that other institutions may be offering.

However, in private industry, it has been found that harmonious

and cooperative relationships are more likely to occur in institu-

tions experiencing economic insecurity. A similar pattern could

occur in private schools confronted with economic problems where

additional funds can be acquired in the short run only by increasing

tuition. However, it is also more likely that students in private

schools will be more involved in the collective bargaining process,

usually supporting an administration position which attempts to

hold the line on tuition increases.

Supervision. Faculty dissatisfaction may arise from its rela-

tionships with its administrative hierachy -- the complex of rela-

tionships with its department heads, deans, the central academic

administration, and, state governing bodies. It is likely that the

quality of rapport with the administration will vary according to

faculty perception of the relative power and fairness of the adminis-

tration (Hill and French, 1967).

On-the-Job Socializatibri--- Integration:Processes. Faculty

belief systems may vary among institutions and within institutions

(e.g., colleges, departments) depending on the rules and practices

used in the selection of faculty. This is, to say, faculty belief

systems are self-selecting characteristics of particular kinds of

institutions as these organizations go about selecting and reward-

ing faculty according to their particular rules and procedures.

Universities which emphasize graduate-study employ a larger per-

centage of faculty with doctorates thank those which do not. This

could mean that it would require a. higher level of dissatisfaction

for them to overcome educationally acquired concepts of professionalism



which may not include unionism. On the other hand, two-year collegefaculty members would be more likely to embrace unionism since theygenerally derive from secondary schools where bargaining has beenunderway for a longer period of time and because they have low mobil-ity in that they tend to identify and remain with a single institu-tion as do secondary teachers (Jacobs, 1972).

Within an institution, there may be differences in faculty jobsatisfaction and attitudes towards unionization due to disciplinary
orientations. However, the militancy of a discipline may be lessclosely associated with its professional orientation per se thanvith its level of prestige within "a particular organization; theinconsistency between a department's prestige and its autonomy fromthe administration may be highly correlated with militancy (Corwin,1970)

Authority Structure. Faculty satisfaction with its decision-making authority over faculty personnel matters and educational _policy is likely to be particularly determinative of its supportof faculty unionism. In public institutions, additional layers ofauthority external to the institution in the form of state-wide
governing boards have operated to reduce faculty influence.

Generally, the.rules and traditions establishing the level offaculty control vary with the type of institution of higher educe-.tion. A task force report issued by the American Association ofHigher Education reported that: "the case studies indicate thatthe greatest discontent and most visible tendencies toward unioniza-tion are found at the junior college level...there was considerable
faculty dissatisfaction over the complete control by the administra-tion of curricula-and promotions and the rigid application of rulesgoverning the conduct of professional duties...similar developmentshave taken place in the new or emerging four-year colleges anduniversities (Task ForceReport, 1967)." In contrast, Barbash (1970)states that in prestigious universities, "professional autonomy andcontrol are embedded in the structure of government (p. 27)."

It could be expected that where faculty governance is well
established, collective bargaining would not rapidly intrude on theestablished mechanisms because the faculty enter the bargainingprocess with a definite set of expectations concerning its role inacademic governance. Indeed, collective bargaining might make
traditional modes of faculty governance more responsive and effectivein such instances. On the other hand, where there is a non-existing
or inoperable system of faculty.

governance, particularly in tvoyearcolleges and in emerging and changing four-year colleges, it couldbe expected that the faculty bargaining agent would directly seekto enhance faculty participation via the contract. It should berecognized, of course, that other factors related to the operationof the bargaining system will condition the survival of traditionalmodes faculty governance. For example, where the collective bar-gaining relationship is a high-conflict, adveraary one, it is morelikely that traditional faculty governance will falter in competitionwith the bargaining process.



External Forces

External foroes shape the outcome of bargaining in a :particular_
institution by causing and /or reinforciagfacUlty dissatisfaction
with the institutional environment, by leading tofaculty acceptance

of the:bargaining:process, :andby ahaping'the boundaries of the

collective bargaining aystem:WhichdevelopS: FiveeXternalfaCtora
are' identified aa:deterMiningHtne outcome of ooliective negotiatiOna
by affecting the above areas market forces; faculty bargaining .
eXperiendes at other institutions; legislation nature of faculty
organizationsand, competition among employee organizations
(HellriegeI, et al., :`19(0). Legislation, an external forde.which
primarily anapes the boundaries: of a developing collective bargain-
ing system, will be discussed in a later section.

Market Factors. With, regard to market forces, forces which
primarily reinforce faculty acceptance Ofthe bargaining process,
the adademic bull market appears to be nearing an end for most
disciplines as the rate of enroliMent gro th slows and as governing
bOdiea,federal:and, tate, redupefinandial support. The mobility
of dissatisfied faculty will diminish as job opportunities decrease,
thUsinitiating:presaureor unified group actions and reinforcing
faculty acceptance of:tollectiveHoargeining on'campuses::where the
formalizationof:bargaining;haacourred.: 7othe extent that the
reduction of mobility interferes with the departure of discontented
faculty, then organizational tension is likely to increase, possibly
leading to group action:Thereforeit would be expected that the
diminished mobility of faculty, while not necessatilycreating:faculty
job dissatisfaction, may :lead togreater'acoeptanCe and support of
the bargaining: process as a means .of ventilating job dissatiafaction.:

Externalli:argainingExperience.: Faculty dissatisfaction and
faculty acceptance ofcollectivenegotiationswill come from a
knaWledge of theecOh9M1-c gains of public :School teachers gains

whiCh haVe notgone..UnnotiCed by faculty, inc011egesand universities.
particularly in:twO7year,collegea.: -:Furthermore,' if the faculty haVe

learned that oolleagues in other:inatitutiona Of higheredUcation:
have gained rewards, both economic and non- economic, from the
coltectwe negotiations:TrOdess,:itheSe favorable ,facUlty experiences
in other i.:natitutionsare likelT.toincreasefaculty disaatisfaction
and thus TeOulty adoePtanceOf collective negotiations` as a means of
fulfilling faculty needs.::

Nature of Employee Organization. Initially, the choice of the
external faculty bargaining agent is a funCtion of faculty attitudes
towards bargaining -- the more militant the faculty, the more militant

the bargaining agent. Tb the extent that the policies and practices
of the various organizations seeking to rePresent faculties are in-
corporated into local bargaining relationships, it can be expected
that the impact of bargaining will, vary in accordance with the organi-
zation which represents the faculty. For example, it could be ex-
pected that senates might atrophy at a slower rate where the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP) represents the faculty
because of that organization's long-standing objectives of preserv-
ing traditional forms of faculty governance. If the AAUP organize-



tions do follow this strategy,then it would appear, that an important,
issue for the AAUP organizations toresolvewould be hOw they could
maintain or increase membership support when many of the gains which
the:organization couldtake7credit for are being resolved through
traditional, non -union procedures,. Whether the increasedeMphasit:
on collective bargaining Tecentiy agreed,toat the national'AAUP
:cOnVentiOn will affectthe AAUF's traditional role is a much debated,
but undecided issue (Brown, 1972).

The .American Federation Of,TeachersAFT):brings to faculty
negotiations the.moretraditiOnal union viewHthatt011ective bart
gaining is ,an-adveraary prOceSS. As a corisequence, an AFT locah
might bejess willingtOpreServe competing decision7making:prOce7
dures such as senates, partly'because.,theautherity left in :the

\11Eindsof senates WoUld'berpeiVedas'diluting theauthoritY:and'
thus the'potentialpolitical gains of the union. The attitUdes of
affiliatea:ofthe, National Education Association (NEA) Wregard,
to traditional governance Procedures are more difficult to predict,
but they probably:Wouldlie somewhere between.the'AAUP'and the

'Union Competition. An attempt by a different faculty organiza-
tion to unseat the incumbent faculty bargaining agent has an impact
on the attitudes and behavior in regard to the bargaining process
of both the faculty and its negotiators. TO reinforce its, support,
an incumbent organization may seek political gains by trying to win
major benefits for its members. Conversely, much of the energy
which could be used in making gains for the faculty might be dis-
sipated by competing organizations in fighting each other. It was
primarily for the latter reason that the Legislative Conference at
the City. University of New York, which .represents the full-time
faculty, and the United Federation of College Teachers,
which represents the part-time teachers) formulated a merger.
"We were fighting each other while the total faculty was faced with
budget cuts, enlarged enrollments that were far from adequately
financed, and threats to talure, sabbaticals and reasonable work
loads and conditions (Zeller, 1972, p. 26)." Although this example
represents a situation where the competition did not come from
without the organization, the usual threat to a faculty organization
would be external.

The implications, for a bargaining relationship of inter-union
disputes is clear. If, an existing organization is threatened by
another, then it -would be difficult to develop a problem-solving
bargaining relationship as the union needs immediate and significant
bargaining gains to consolidate and protect its membership support.
Of course, ff the academic administration prefers to deal with an
incumbent organization then it may be less resistant to the organiza-
tion's demands. In regard to faculty, governance, unions competing
for faculty support may use the traditional Penates as their battle-
grounds, making it difficult to work out viable compromises between
traditional governance and faculty bargaining. In such circumstances
it would be politically risky for the incumbent organization to dele-
gate issues to other forums for consideration.
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Facult Organization.. Leadership

While the boundaries to negotiations provided by the policies
and practices of the bargaining agent are important in shaping, the
bargaining process, the personalities and attitudes of the key
participants on the bargaining teams are probably more important.
Indeed, at one institution some of the officers in the defeated
organizztion were subsequently elected as officers of the victorious
organization.

It is posited that the attitudes and behavior of faculty leader-
ship towards collective bargaining is a function of the leaderships'
job satisfaction and social beliefs and the policies and practices
of the external bargaining agent. However, the initial choice of
union leadership is in large measure P function of faculty militancy,
which in turn is a function of the environment which produced the
relationship. "There is a two-way relation between personalities of
negotiators and the institutional pattern in which they operate.
The individual may influence the relationship, but the existing
relationship also may determine the type of person who gets the
job (Walton and McKersie, 1965, p. 196)u.

Research has indicated that several personality characteristics
may be important in shaping the nature of the bargaining process.
"Certain personality attributes are believed to be associated with
more conflictful'relationships. Persons are less likely to enter
into cooperative relationships if they score high on authoritarianism
and dogmatism, have low self-esteem, and are inherently suspicious
and nonaccepting (Walton and McKersie, 1965, p. 196)".

In the academic context, it might be expected that in institu-
tions of higher education where the faculty have traditionally
participated in many management decisions, faculty would be parti-
cularly non - responsive to'fan autocratic union leader. As a conse-
quence, it would be more difficult to achieve consensus within the
faculty organization.

Knowledge of and experience with the bargaining process are
also important leadership attributes. A loss of experienced leader-
'ship can upset the equilibrium which has developed in a particular
bargaining relationship (Slichter, et al., 1960). .Figure 3 illus-
trates the relationships between the factors described above and
the bargaining process.

Administrator Attitudes and Behavior

Just as the degree of faculty militancy has an impact on the
bargaining process, the attitudes and behavior of the administrators
towards collective bargaining have a similar effect. The relation
ship of administration attitudes and behavior and faculty militancy
was discussed in a preceding section. In the bargaining context,
an administration knowledgeable with the bargaining process is
likely to contribute to the creation of a positive bargaining rela-
tionship. More often, however, an inexperienced, threatened adminis-
tration undermines the development of a positive bargaining relationship
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by not being familiar with the tactics of the bargaining process.
An adversary recognition phase created by uninformed management
behavior presents real problems for the development of a positive
bargaining relationship in the long run. Further difficulties may
be.presented where an administration accustomed to its usual
decision-making processes has, difficulty assigning proper priority
to collective bargaining and in considering the implications of its
policy planning on the bargaining process.

It is posited-that the administrators' attitudes and behavior
towards bargaining are the product of the same forces which shape
faculty attitudes -- their social beliefs and their satisfaction
with various aspects of their organization, particularly the recent
changes brought about by economic pressures and increasing external
controls. As with the faculty, administration social beliefs may
be a function ofthe type of educational institution in which they
are employed. In institutions where there has been a tradition of
faculty participation before collective.bargaining, or where the
administrators have come from such institutions, the social beliefs
of the administrators which derive from such experiences may have
differing consequences for collective bargaining. On the one
hand, if as former faculty members they accept the concept of faculty
participation, then the psychology of negotiations may tend to be
more of an integrative, problem-solving nature. Conversely, while
administrators may recognize faculty claims for participation as
legitimate, they may be wont to destroy traditional modes of faculty
input,' particularly the senates, given their past expectations
about the form this participation should take.

Indeed, the administrators from several campuses where bargain-
ing is occurring have indicated that they have been the ones most
concerned with preserving traditional procedures, not the faculty
organizations. This position is underscored by comments such as
the following: We don't feel that the faculty organization adequate-
ly represents the views of the faculty -- the Senate does. As a
consequence of these feelings, the administration may attempt to
shore up traditional senates by giving them greater and broader
authority. This lack of desire to recognize the faculty unions as
legitimate spokesmen for the faculty could lead to difficult labor-
mangemeat relationships.unless the unions also placed some value
on preserving traditional procedures.

Basic to the administratiodsviews of the bargaining process is
an understanding of the extent to which the former faculty member
who becomes an administrator assumes the supervisory role of the
administrative position. In contexts other than higher education,
it has been indicated that once an individual moves into a super-
visory position, he assumes the behavior which the supervisory role
requires (for example, Lieberman, 1956, pp. 385-402). However, there
may be differences in the higher education context which would
weaken the application'of this finding to the educational environ-
ment. It has often been said that university administrators view
themselves as educators first and administrators second. Many do
not have a permanent commitment to administration and most. seem to
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expect, and do in time, return to the academic ranks. Often the
announcement of administration resignitions are accompanied by a
statement to the effect that the resignation was tendered dve to
a desire to return to teaching and research. Indeed many continue
to teach and publish after assuming administrative role.
commitment to staying involved in and returning to non-supervizory
roles is certainly atypical of other contexts where returning to
non-supevisory positions usually has undesirable effects on status
and salscy. The dearth of systematic research on institutions of
higher-e6Ucation makes it difficult to draw conclusions about how
the absence of a permanent commitment by administreors to thedir
supervisory roles affects the management of institutions of higher
education, or, for the purposes of this discussion, the operation
of the bargaining process. But it seems reasonable to suggest
that the continued identification of administrators with the academic
life would tend to make them receptive to increased faculty demands
for participation, though from their previous faculty experiences
they would lean towards preserving traditional governance processes.
Professional managers, on the other hand, may see the bargaining
process differently. Confronted by a challenge to authority and
pVerogatives,they would be inclined to conserve or enlarge the scope
for managerial decision-making.

The responsibility for balancing the attitudes and behavior
of the members of the administrative hierarchy in the negotiating
process lies with the administration bargaining team. The attitudes
and behavior of the administration negotiators generally reflect
those of the administrative group, particularly the top administra-
tors, just as the choice of key faculty negotiators usually reflects
the degree of faculty militancy. However, in a new relationship
where the key administration negotiators were selected for their
knowledge of labor relations, and thus hold different values in
regard to the bargaining process, the key negotiators usually have
to use intraorganizational bargaining tactics to bring about an
awareness among the administrators of the needs of the bargaining
process. Even as the bargaining relationship develops the adminis-
tration negotiators have to balance the desires of the management
group against the realities of the bargaining situation. This
task is particularly difficult in the public sector where management
authority is diffuse, where the social beliefs of the management
team about the needs of higher education differ. On the latter
point, there may be differences of opinion between college presidents
and state-vide governing boards, executive budget officials and the
legislature in respect to sabbaticals, teaching loads and class size.
Somehow the administration negotiators must develop a common manage-
ment position out of these basic disagreements.

Structural'Atpects of the Bargaining Process

': Another group of forces affecting the :participants attitudes._
and behavior inregard to:thebargainingprOcesswhich take effeCt
after the prOcess is underway, iaComprised:of.:structural' aspects of
the processwhichreqUire'thatthepartiea must relate to each other
in Certain:ways inrthebargaining context. For example, Strike
activity may be prohibited by legislation. TheSe:Structural factors
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are a product both of the particular organizational structure of an

institution or system of higher education and of factors external to

this system, particularly legislation.' Legislation has extremely

important effects on collecive bargaining because it establishes

access to and shapes the boundaries of a collective bargaining re

lationship. As a result, it could be expected that variations in

legislation between states and between the private and public sec-

tors would cause variations in the types of collective bargaining

systems which develop. For example, a legislative factor distin-
guishing the impact of bargaining between the private and public

institutions will be the fact that private institutions are now
within the jurisdiction of the long-established, and generally

stronger (from labor's view), National Labor. Laws.3 Since all

private institutions meeting the federal size requirements are
subject to the same set of laws, the legislative impact on bargain-

ing will be more uniform than in the public sector where there are

major legislative differences between states. Labor legislation

can have an effect on all phases of a collective bargaining relation-
ship -- the recognition process, the contract negotiations process
and the contract administration (grievance) process. The enactment

of legislation establishing rights for employees to organize facili-

tates the ability of a faculty to gain access to the collective

negotiations process, particularly legislation which protects employee

rights to engage in union activities and which provides recognition

procedures (unit determination and election procedures). It is no

coincidence that most of the public institutions in which faculty

bargaining has occurred are located in states with labor legislation

covering public employees. As one author noted, "legislation which
provides the mechanism for establishing LA representation system
tends to create a presumption that such a system will actually

materialize (Garbarino, 19718 p. 6)."

The internal and external factors leading to structural limits

on the parties behavior in the bargaining process will be discussed
under the topics of bargaining structure (who is involved and how
they relate during negotiations) and bargaining scope (the types of

issues which are subject to joint decision-making).

Bargaining Structure

One aspect of the recognition process which has particular impli

cations for the negotiating process is the nature of the bargaining
structure resulting from the unit determination process. The bar-
gaining structure determines the manner in which the two parties,

administration and the faculty organization, relate to each other

for bargaining purposes, and is generally a product of factors both

3The National LaborMelationsAI:oarNLRB): asserted jurisdiction over
private institutions in their relationshipa with non- academic employ

ees in theCornell:AJniversitz casej183NLRB41)TheNLRBextended
its jurisdicticaltOacadethit.:.einployees in thel!qaii Island University

case (186: NI :For'zeilegislative review, see Begin(1975h)o
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internal and external to a particular system of higher education.
Usually, legislatively deterMined bargaining unit criteriELare
applied to the complenofrules, regulation's and tradftions which
comprise a system of nigher education to determine the bargaining
unit. Bargaining structure is important because it can have a
major effeCt on:the type of bargaining relationship which develops
between the faculty organization.and the academic administration.
If either partyhas difficulties in achieving internal consensus
in the intraorganizatiOnal bargaining process due to the bargaining
structure, it would bemore difficult for the negotiators to engage
in strategies aimed at building a cooperative realtionship (attitu-
dinal structuring). Problems inachieving.internal consensus arise
for the administration when the administration decision-making
structure is:cbmpleX and for the.faculty organizations when the
bargaining unit has heterogeneousAlembership due to a: ;broad occupa-
tional, functional (type of institution) and geographical bargain-
ing unit composition.

It could be expected that the more diffUse the management
authority of an institution, the more difficult it would be for the
administration bargaining team to achieve consensus on bargaining*
matters. In public universities, particularly, the authority to
make decisions can be quite diffuse, with the faculty, the central
administration, the local and state-wide governing boards, the
governor's budget staff and the legislature often having' decision-
making roles. Most of the examplesuSed by Walton and McKersie
(1965, Chapters III, IV) to illustrate intraorganizational bargain-
ing problems applied to the unionnegotiators becaUse they are
drawing on private sector experiences where manageMent authority
tends to be less diffuse. HoWever, when the Management hierarchy
is unable to:reach consensus, often.because of diSagreeMents over
the proper locus-of authority; employee organizations, as Commons
(1913) pointed out long:ago, will seek out the source of power if
the management representatives at, the bargaining table do not -have
the authorityto reach-,agreements. A sySteMaticdiscUstion of
deviations,from the formal bargaining structure brought aboUt by
the diffUsion of management authoritywill be included with the
output model.

Problems of achieving internal consensus for employee organiza-
tions are created by bargaining units with, occupational, functional
and geographical dispersion. Generally, the more heterogeneous the
bargaining unit, the more difficult-it will be to achieve organiza-
tional consensus within the employee organization in regard to
bargaining demands -- intraorganizational bargaining will be more
difficult. For example, in units including non-teaching professionals,
the non-teaching professionals could not be expected to support the
use of bargaining credit to preserve something which does not apply
to them -- the traditional facultygovernance system. Similar dis-
sonance could occurAmi units encompassing part-time;:faculty, depart-
ment chairmen and 7graamate students as well as fdilf,time faculty dueto the different-need!m of the various types of emPlaffees. The more
occupationally heterogeneous units may tend to average out the
effects of the more- militant factions, for example, graduate students
or part=time faculty, but the-probability of achieving internal
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consensus within such a diverse unit is decreased. Geographical

separation of campuses iand functional differences between institu-

tions in the same bargaining unit, for example, units containing

two-year community colleges, four-year colleges and graduate univer-

sities, could also create a bargaining unit encompassing groups with

widely varying needs.

It could be expected that a major effect of heterogeneous units

will be that occupational and institutional differentials in regard

to salaries and benefits among the employees would decrease as these

benefits become more equalized across the different types of institu-

tions under centralized control of collective bargaining. For example,

Garbarino (1972b) in evaluating early bargaining experiences at

several institutions, found that;

the paradox of faculty unionism to date is that the great-

est gains have accrued to the teaching faculty on the mar-

gin of the core faculty, to the faculty of the institutions

in the integrated systems that have been lowest in the

academic hierarchy, and to the non-professionals. The

core faculty 'haves' have shored up some of their benefits

from possible attack, but otherwise have gained the least

from bargaining (p. 15).

To the extent that the faculty "haves" resent these intrusions, the

bargaining agent can expect more problems with intraorganizational

bargaining the next time around. If the intraorganizational pro-.

cess breaks down, then the faculty "haves" may use other means to

protect their status. The output model will discuss the consequences

of a breakdown in an employee organization's intraorganization bar-

gaining process brought about by the occupationally diffuse bargain-

ing structure.

Scope ._of Bargaining

The types of issues which enter the bargaining arena depend on:

1) the insistence with which management defends its prerogatives to

unilaterally control -- its management rights; 2) the bargaining

structure; 3) legislative provisions governing the issues which can

be negotiated; and 4) the extent to which the bargaining agent is

able to use the grievance process as an alternative to negotiations.

In many institutions of higher education, the management rights

question becomes complex since significant rights are already shared

by faculty, particularly those related to peer judgment in matters of

hiring, promotion and tenure. If previously established faculty

governance procedures continue in force, the scope of negotiations

is limited. If the bargaining process assumes jurisdiction, the

need for the traditional mechanisms is eliminated.

The bargaining structure affects the negotiating process by

limiting or broadening the scope of negotiations. If the bargaining

unit is too narrow, then meaningful negotiations over a wide range

of issues may be impaired if the management negotiator does not

have the authority to negotiate. For example, if a bargaining unit

is comprised of faculty from one institution in a large system con-

trolled by a central governing board, the scope of negotiations for

the single institution is limited if it is unable to deviate from
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centrally determined policies. As another example, in the public
context, the legislature is both external and internal-to the system-
of higher education. The legislature is external in that it controEs
rights to access to collective negotiations, and internal in that it
provides funds and sets policy. The more the legislature tends to
become involved in specific academic policy development, the narrower
the scope of negotiations. For example, in New Jersey, the tenure
policies for the state college system are set by statute, effectively
removing the issue from the bargaining table, except to the extent
that the parties mutually or individually lobby for change before
the legislature. A similar consequence applies to the hospitaliza-
tion and pension benefits which are legislatively determined for all.New Jersey state employees.

The scope of bargaining can be broadened or limited by legisla-
tive definitions of topics on which negotiations are prohibited,
permitted, or required. For example, the faculty at Boston State
College in Massachusetts were limited by legislation from negotiatingeconomic items. The fact that the negotiations concentrated on
incorporating faculty governance procedures into the agreement was
believed by the parties to be a result of the restrictions on econo-
mic negotiations (Chronicle of Higher Education, April 3, 1971).
Legislative, definitions of the scope of bargaining can also affect
the contract administration process. For example, the New Jersey
statute covering public employee bargaining requires a grievance
procedure and permits binding arbitration, whereas the Pennsylvania
statute requires binding arbitration.

Another legislative determinant of the scope 'of negotiations is
the existence of unfair labor practices in the legislation for en-
forcing failures to bargain in good faith. It is argued that the
absence of such provisions tends to inhibit the ability, and power,
of the unions to broaden the scope of negotiations.

The legal prohibition against public employees strikes in most
states (only Hawaii, Pennsylvania and Alaska statutes permit publicemployees the right to strike) tends to affect the bargaining powerof the faculty organizations and thus the scope of negotiations
since the available legal, procedural levers to settlement are the
mediation and/or factfinding procedures usually provided by legis-lation. The strike prohibition,of course, does not apply to
institutions under the jurisdiction of private sector legislation.

Where certain issues, are excluded from negotiations by legisla-tion, or by existing procedures for faculty input, then the prospects
for a cooperative relationship between the primary negotiators are
improved since the exclusion of distributive issues means that many
of the issues left to the parties at the table to resolve in nego-
tiations have integrative, problem-solving potential. The Boston
State agreement noted above appears to be an example of this type.

However, where the scope of local negotiations is limited bythe structure of bargaining, that is, where the level of management
authority at the bargaining table is different than that requiredto reach agreement, the effect may be different. If the bargaining
agent finds it necessary to bypass the level of management represented
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at the bargaining table, the development of a positive local re-

lationship would be hindered. However, if the parties'placed some

value on maintaining local autonomy and had an existing friendly

relationship, then they might collaborate in order to maximize

gains from the state and in order to protect local decision-making

prerogatives from state agencies.4

In institutions where the administration bargaining team has

a greater degree of control over the budget, for example, in private

institutions, as well as a greater degree of control over faculty

personnel actions, for example, in community colleges, it is less

probable that a cooperative relationship would derive from the

attempts of the faculty organization to achieve economic gains and

decision-making control for its members. Figure 4 relates both the

administrator attitudes and behavior and the structural factors to

the bargaining process.

Faculty Bargaining Power

A discussion of an emerging bargaining system would be incom-

plete without considering the question of faculty bargaining power.

Bargaining power is a function of all the internal and external

factors affecting the bargaining process discussed above and, as

such, is a concept which underlies the entire exchange process. .-

Bargaining power is fundamental to the conduct of any -bargaining

relationship, including a cooperative relationship which uses

primarily integrative tactics.. For, even though power bargaining

is minimized in a cooperative relationship, a certain degree of

power is necessary to establish the legitimacy of the parties to,a

cooperative relationship.

In private industry the essence of bargaining power lies in

the ability of one party to inflict strike costs on the other party.

This power dimension is largely restricted in the public sector.

With the exception of Hawaii, PennsylVania and Alaska, public employ-

eesdo not enjoy the right to strike; In thoseStates where there

are, public employee statutes which provide public employees the

right to bargain, without a corresponding right to strike, there are

usually statutory impasse procedures (mediation and /or factfinding)_

for resolving bargaining disputes. Whether these substitUte proce_

dures provide public employees with adequate bargaining leverage

is.a much.discussed but undecided issue. However, in the face of

broad proscription of the right to strike, public emplOyee-groups at

all levels of governMent have used the strike weapon. Even though

publiC employers know that the strike weapon is illegal, the poasi-

bility that publicemployee groups will in particular circumstances

resort to its use cannot be idled out completely. The absence of

unfair labor practices requiting the parties to bargain in good

faith is also believed to weaken a union's ability to broaden the

scope of negotiations.

4These possible deviations from the bargaining process
discussed further in the output model.

will be
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Setting aside the legal issue for the time being and assuming

from past experience that the strike weapon will be used by some

public employee groups, it is useful at this point to discuss the

other dimensions which affect the ability of faculty to use the

strike weapon to reinforce its bargaining power. The discussion

below will consider the strike costs born by the employee organiza-

tions and its members, the strike costs born by management and

the contextual factors, which condition the pattern of strike costs.

Employee and Employee Organization Strike Costs

As Walton and MOKersie (1965, p. 31) point out, the strike

costs born by employees and their organizations break down into

the following areas:

1. Wage losses;

2. Effect on the security of the employee organiza-

tion through loss of membership and financial

resources;

3. Loss of good will with the management officials;

and,

. Damage to the public image of the employee

organization.

In regard to the, first point, the greatest cost of the work

stoppage to any individual is the loss of wages. Since many faculty

are well-paid compared to the typical unionized employee, it could

be argued that they would be able to withstand strikes for a longer

period of time, assuming that their living expenses were not pro

portionally higher. However, basic to such a position is an assump-
tion that faculty are disposed to engage in job actions. In the

foar-year schools, and graduate institutions particularly, it may

be difficult to convince the faculty to engage in any degree of

militancy. At a minimum, the threshold for engaging in job actions

is probably much higher for faculty from these types of institutions

due to a probable adversion to this type of "unprofessional" behavior.

Another factor possibly affecting a faculty's utility to engage in

job actions would be the impact of a strike on faculty-student

relationships. To the extent that the professional values of the

faculty prevent them from initiating and supporting job actions, the

bargaining leverage which the faculty negotiators have at hand is

reduced. Moreover, faculty negotiators which engage in job actions

without the complete support of the membership endanger the stability

and security of.the employee organization.

Faculty strike activity would dIsoendanger its good will with

management, ).eading to the developMent of anHadversarypOlarlzed

relationship.' Again the faculty:.Matbeadyerse,to this potential

outcome. The faculty organization'sgpublic image is also likely:to

be endangered:beCause;:under most Cincumstances,,itAs more likely

that pUbliC sentiment wouldloe against' theefforts of comparitively



well-paid professionals to increase their economic well-being,
particularly if the strike is illegal. In sum, since a facultyis likely to consider the economic and non-economic strike costs
unacceptable, it will not be particularly motivated to engage injob action. At a minimum, unless the issues at stake are extremely.dear to the faculty, the negotiators will have an extremely diffi-
cult intraorganizational bargaining task to convince the facultyof the need to strike.

Management Strike Costs

The costs to management-of strike activity are the following:

1. Loss of profits;

2. Loss of status with other management officials;

3. Loss of good-will with labor; and,

4. Loss of public image (WaltOn and McKersie, 1965).

Since most public and private universities are non-profit, the
question arises as to what the substitute for the profit measureis in the public sector. In the absence of the profit motive, the
primary motive for the public employer is to do a responsible jobfor the taxpayers. However, in some quarters it 4 , argued thatthe political leaders will overlook the long-run implications of
wage settlements to offset short-run political costs of strikes
(Wellington and Winter, 1971). In other words, political leaderswill capitulate in the short-run to prevent political costs. However,while a strike might be embarrassing to the administration of alocal institution, there would appear to be little or no economic
cost and little political cost to state officials who usually must
provide additional funds to resolve the strike, unless the local
institution can find funds elsewhere in the budget. As indicated
above, politicans would probably have little to worry about in
respect to adverse public sentiment.

By participating in a strike, the academic administration alsostands a chance of losing good-will'with the faculty organizations,
creating an adversary relationship. It is unlikely that the localcampus administrators would see thie as a desirable goal, giventheir training in the cot.cept of collegiality. Strike activitiesby the faculty on University campuses will also probably reinforcethe less than favorable public image of institutions of highereducation which have been developing in recent years. Thus the
potential loss of further public image to the university is great.In sum, the potential economic and non-economic strike costs bornby an academic administration would seem to be a factor in favor ofthe employee organizations.

Contextual Factors and Strike Costs

There are a number, of other factors which affect the pattern ofstrike costs in any given set of negotiations -- the state of the
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economy, the economic and market structure of the institution, the
character of the technology, the labor market structure and the
collective bargaining structure (Walton and McKersie, 1965).

Depressed economic conations in a firm often lead to the develop-
ment of a cooperative relationship as the parties jointly seek
survival of the organization. This pattern will probably repeat
itself in private institutions of higher education, but in public
institutions it may be more difficult for the faculty to accept
economy measures imposed by the state legislature. The demand
structure of public universities is somewhat cor.Tlex. The ability
of faculty to get benefit increases is dependent not only upon the
impact of benefit increases on tuition levela, but also upon the
willingness of the legislature and.the taxpayer to support rising
higher education budgets. In the face of growing legislature
disenchantment with universities and increasing competition for the
tax dollar from other social needs, continuing taxpayer support of
education is not likely to be favorable to faculty bargaining power.

The technology of teaching both enhances and diminishes faculty
bargaining power. The school year covers a finite period and a
long strike endangers the ability of an institution to carry out
its mission and is particularly disasterous to the students. More
over, during a strike the faculty really are only stopping their
teaching duties. Their research efforts, to which many of them
assign a higher priority, are:able 'to continue. There is no way
that an administration can continue to operate classes during strikes
by substituting instructors because the level of expertise in most
classes is too high. On the other hand, the technology Of teaching
in higher education may work against faculty bargaining power. For
example, tenure gives a faculty a long-run !..:ommitMent to a particular
institution and there is no real threat that they will find alter-
nate jobs during the strike and not return to work after the strike
is over 7ndeed, the school year concept makes it difficult in the
short-run for professors to find alternate college employment. The
tightening of the labor market'in higher education in recent years
reduces the mobility of the faculty even more

The collective bargaining structure can also affect the degree
of faculty bargaining power. A large state-wide bargaining unit,
for example, would tend to increase the power of the faculty organi-
zations since all'edUcational institutions in the state could be
shut down. Even in states where
a large bargaining unit makes it
to assess penalties.` Coalitions
used to enhance bargaining power
point.,

the strike is illegal, a strike in
difficult for the public employer
among employee groups may also be
as will be discussed at a later

In sum, although academic administrations would be responsive
to a strike's costs, the absence of the right to strike in many
public universities, the fact that many faculty are probably not
professionally disposed to engage in strike activity and unfavorable
contextual factors combine to diminish the bargaining power of the



faculty. As a result, the faculty negotiators may have limited
leverage to push for settlement on difficult issues. Perhaps the
greatest leverage available to-the faculty negotiators will be the
willingness of the administration to recognize the legitimacy of
faculty participation baSed upon the professional qualifications
of the faculty.
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IV. OUTPUT MODEL -- THE IMPACT OF BARGAINING

The effects of collective bargaining on institutions of higher
education are conceptualized as the outputs of the bargaining pro-
cess. The choice of dependent variables is an important one
Ideally, one would seek to,delineate and measure the ultimate
"outputs" of a given' college or university. But the outputs or
goals of institutions of higher education are diffuse. They
encompass economic and personal got.s of students; professional
objectives of research faculty; and a variety of social purposes.
Economists have derived estimates of private returns to investment
in higher education, but to measure the merits of differential
returns by college or university or even by a university system
involves formidable conceptual and methodological problems. It
follows that the attempt to relate given inputs (collective bar-
gaining) to such outputs may be regarded for the present at least
as virtually unattainable.

Given the above limitations, the, criteria most useful in
measuring the impact of collective bargaining on educational insti-
tutions are those related to the intermediate goals of such insti-
tutions, that is, the "decision, communication, planning, control
and organization processes (of the university system) (Hellriegel,
et al., 1970, P. 383)," rather than output goals "which, immediately
or in the future, are reflected in some product, service, skill, or
orientation which will affect society (Gross and Grambach, 1968;
p. 13)." Implicit in this approach, to be sure, is the assumption
that structure and process variables are in some undefined way re-
lated to final outputs.

How are faculty organizations likely to influence the manage-
ment and operation of institutions of higher education? Basically,
employees, through their bargaining agent, seek to share in making
the decisions which govern their employement relationships for the
sake of improving their wages and, other conditions of employment.
Slichter, Healy and Livernash (1960) summarize the literature.on
the impact of unions in the private sector quite effectively by
pointing out that this joint decision-making process has had three
general affects on private induatrial organizations: "(1) the
narrowing of the scope of management discretion; (2) the develop-
ment of management by policy; (3) the introduction of important
changes in management structure (p. 953)." Employee organizations
have possible economic effects as well, particularly through the
development of systematic wage structures.

It is likely that faculty bargaining will bring about similar
changes in educational institutions. However, institutions of higher
education have unique structural and processural characteristics
which will tend to makathe effects of the interaction between the
collective bargaining process and higher education complex. For
example, in many institutions decision-making authority is decentra-
lized to deans, department chairmen,and the faculty. Other unique
aspects of institutions of higher euucation include the human
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relationship between the producer and the product and the ambiguous
dual role of department chairmen. These uniaue characteristics of
higher education and their interaction with the bargairing.process
will be detailed below.

Generally, it is expected that the faculty bargaining process
in institutions of higher education will lead to

1. a rationalization of management practices;

2., a redistribution of authority;

3. changes in the psychological climate; and

4. changes in the resource allocation process.

Each of these four areas of possible impact will be discussed and
related below.

Rationalization of Management Practices

If experiences from the private sector are a guide, it can be
expected that management decision-making within an institution with
regard to personnel policy will be rationalized. Typically, the
standardization of management practices results from the efforts of
employee organizations-to negotiate in a bargaining agreement and to
enforc:e through a grievance, procedure objective, uniform employment
practices for its members.

It is expected that faculty organizations will promote ration-!
alized management policy, particularly personnel policy, by nego-
tiating (1) more systematic promotion, tenure, reappointment and
dismissal procedures, (2) more systematic methods of determining
individual salaries, and (3) more systematic procedures for handling
faculty complaints. The impetus towards systematic procedures is
derived, in part, from the desire of employee organizations to
mollify employee complaints concerning management favoritism in
regard to personnel decisions. As a consequence unions tend to
oppose merit systems and to favor criteria based on seniority.

Collective bargaining not only tends to rationalize the types
of decisions which are made, but also the way in which management
makes it decisions. Management actions are under continuous monitor-
ing by the bargaining agent, probably a much more attentive form of
observation than senates usually tend to provide since the union
leaders are probably motivated to ageater extent by the need to
increase or maintain constituent support. As a result, management
must anticipate the impact and more carefully substantiate the basis
of its policy decisions. °Vhether the union influence is weak or
strong, it always tends to force management to consider the probable
consequences of its proposed decisions and to adjust those decisions
accordingly (Slichter, et al., 19600 p. 952)." To seek broader
policy input, management often begins to consult informally with
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employee organizations during the policy development phase on
matters it feels are outside the sphere of bargaining. Within the
management structure, management must compromise, by developing
policy/ the competing interests within an organization between
employee relations policies, e.g., those relating to students,
building programs, or efforts to optimize the efficiency of educa-
tional programs (Slichter, at al., 1960) .

It should be noted that many rules changes for which the
collective bargaining process bears some responsibility may not
appear in the contract. These extra-contractual rules changes
often derive from bargaining activity outside of the primary bar-
gaining process, which was described in Chapter II.1 The informal
consultation process described above is one example. This informal
consultation process and other forms of "alternate" bargaining
activity will be detailed in a later section.

The rules changes which result from collective bargaining do
not have a rationalizing, effect unless they are consistently applied
and enforced. The bargaining agent ensures the consistent applica-
tion of the rules changes by negotiating "due process" mechanisms.
In private industry, the establishment of effective procedures for
resolving grievances has been one of the most important contribu-
tions that collective bargaining has made to union-management
accomodat.lon. The right granted a union member to have his grie-
vance heard and dealt with by high level managers and ultimately
by outside arbitrators represented such a significant extension of
his job rights that it led Benjamin Aaron (1971) to describe "this
system of industrial jurisprudence, considered as a whole, as one
of the greatest achievements of our society (p. 55)." Slichter,
et al. (1960) noted that grievance procedures are considered to be
the heart of union-management contracts because their effectiveness
determinesin large measure how well the terms of the contract are
observed. "Adjmstment between the parties movesforward, or fails
to progress, both at the level of negotiation and in contract ad-
miniatration (p. 738)." While complaint procedures have often been
available to faculty before collective bargaining, the evidence
suggests that they have been used infrequently. Indeed, one of the
primary avenues available to faculty was the AAUP which was external
in nature.

The contract administration process contributes to the rational-
ization process by enforcing the application of rules changes deve-
loping from the bargaining process and, where permitted by the scope

1The primary bargaining-process'isdefined as the negotiations
which take place between the facultyandmanagement negotiating
teams at:the bargaining tableand the intraorganizational bar -
gaining whichoccurs'oetween thefaculty negotiatorand the
membersofLthebargaining unit and between the management nego-
tiators and other levels of management:not reprebented at the
bargainingitable,
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of the grieVance procedure, existing non-contractual university

rules and regulations. The effect of this process is to enfOrde
the uniform application of all the rules; and 'regulatiOns covered

by thegrieVanceprocesa:. The feedback linejn Figure 5ifrom
Rules' EnfOrcement to RUles AppliCation illustrates this effect.

The negotiated faculty grievance mechanisms are expected to

be a major way by which faculty bargaining will bring about changes'
in practices at the departmental or school level, particularly the

peer judgment process. In institutions where faculty peer judgment
is established by regulation and/or by tradition, the grievance
procedures will bring about uniform use and application of the peer
judgment process across departments and schools. The threat of
external departmental review provided in the collective bargaining
context where the bargaining agent is aggressively pressing grie-

vances may lead faculty, after experience with the grievance pro-

cess, to more carefully justify its decisions.

Not everyone agrees that the tendency of unions to develop and
enforce policies which treat all employees alike have a place in

the academic environment. It is for this reason that statements
like the following are made by those familiar with private sector

bargaining experiences:

The product of these forces (the need of union
leadership to appeal to the masses to retain support),

might be expected to:be ac011ective,bargainingagree7
meni containing Standardized salaries, annUalmandated
'increments, reIaxedstendards for tenUreandpromotion
witn::priMarYreliance upon time service in:shorti
surrender,Of.the'enVironmentofexcellence oftough-
minded appliCatiOnHOf highstandardsthrough:thetradi7
tional joint agencies of facultyand'administrator
(Oberer, 1969, p. 143).

However, to the extent that systematic procedures reduce the

number of questionable peer decisions, then it would appear that
the operation of the peer judgment process has been refined and

improved, though in the short run faculty anxiety is likely to
rise until the faculty adjust to the requirements of the procedures
that systematic, objective evidence be presented to back up decisions.

kdiscuasionof the grievanceprocesswould be incomplete with-
out consideringthe-Telationship between the:grievanceprocess-:and
theconteXt:i4':which it 4677Ettei-jp:pte, thereja.a two -way
relationship between the grievance process and the Context-..An,
ineffectiVelyoperating'grieyancesystemmay not only reflect e
poorbargaining relationship, but it will 'reinforce a poor bargain-
ingrelationship. It COuld2:be'eXpecteulfthatthe,less cooperative
the reLationship the greater the chance the parties will use power

.

or .legal mechanismatOrepOlVe'Tgrievances. The grievance process
alsO has impliCationsfor:the distribution of power which will be
disCuSsed in the following section.
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Redistribution ofAuthority

:Dt is expected that as ='a consequence of faculty bargaining,
authority in institutions of higher 'education will be redistributed:
(1) between the faculty and administration; (2) within the faculty;
and, (30 within the administrativehlerarchy. The relationships
between the redistribution of authority, the primary and alternate
bargaining processes and the other impacts of faculty bargaining,
as indicated in Figure 6, will be incorporated into the discussion
below.

Faculty vs. Administration

As in other types of union-management negotiations, it is
expected that 'faculty negotiations will, provide the faculty with a
stronger voice vis-a-vis both the local administration, and in
public institutions, the state regulatory agencies. Management
discretion is narrowed by, the negotiated contract which requires
that management follow consistent rules for personnel actions and
job requirements. In the private sector, the scope of negotiations
has expanded to encompass an ever increasing range of management
policies and practices. When the fact that the faculty enters
collective bargaining from a base which entails a certain degree
of professional participation is coupled with a bargaining agent's
need for political gain, the scope of bargaining in higher educa
tion could be quite broad (Perry and Wildman, 1970).

Management discretion is limited only to the extent that the
rules changes are applied and /or enforced through the contract
administretim Process. A contract provision which is not applied
because of management and/or union oversight,does.not limitAmanage-
ment 'activity. , Thus, the'contract administration Trocess affects
the distrIbution of power Nathinan organization by providingL-for
consist=mt enforcement of rules :and regnlations. .Management:autho-
rity is-limited by the grievance process particularly where binding
arbitration ,comprises the final st 7ep. !Agreement-to.arbitrate means
that, management:a:Lust-be prepared to 'submitimianydecisions to tithe
judgment of neutrals and.to.,abide by the-results.. :Arbitration
also means: that .compadies may-find thei=fdlscretion limited by-their
own past.:::practiceS (SIichter,-et al., 196k4, p..950)." 'Authority,ls
also redistributed through theiArievance process to the,,extent that
facultyram4gaining agents are successful In using the grievance
lorocesm-tp=achieve gains unattainable through the bargaining process
(alternatebargaining)..

However, the:grievanCe,,probess
faculty areas of primary authority.

may also impinge on traditional

Although facUlty'lpargaining groups may have no in-
tention of altering the traditional path,:tO:faculty
meMberahip:and'promotion, events may
evitably 'move them ,inthatdirectionForHthe,process-
ing of a:grievance which claimsanurifair or erroneous
decipion at the departmental level plaCes a higher
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administrative authority in:theposition of automatically
defending a : departmentaldecisiOn on grounds of faculty
responsibility, r7.5-rOf upsetting it and thus nibblingaway
atthe prinCiples,-;offaculty control'. avoid this prob-
lem Of adjudication administrators will at least seek to
enforcemore:untform adherencetorules governing the
timing of de-cis-lona on faculty status at the department
level and insist on clarity:in understanding of the
tonditiOns of appointment and reappointment (Chernick,

p. 4, 5).

Thus, faculties, in their management role, will be held:more
accountable:for the extent to which peer decisions with respect to
hiring, promotion and ;tenure adhere to the institution-wide proce-
dures, particularly ttrough the external review of their decisions
provided by the grievance process. As a body of precedent builds,
decision-making flexibility is decreased as the faculty ands:adminis-
tration must produce-evidence to meet the developing criteria for
determining whether or- not a person was justly denied promotion or
tenure. One effect of this reduced flexibility often voiced_ by
administrators is that the legalized grievance process would reduce
their ability to reachan informal resolution of faculty complaints,
for example, by placing a faculty member denied-tenure in another
department. It is "believed that the grievance process requires a
yes or no decision Etna eliminates opportunities for compromises.
It is unlikely that exmerienced bargaining agents would agree,
since informal settlements usually receive as'lhigh priority.

Ube degree to which faculty authority is, subjected to increased
external review through the grievance process-will depend, -13.n-part,
on the scope of thegrlevance procedure. An examination of early
agreements from four7Year institutions indicates-that most ot7them
restrict grievances to procedural rather than substantive -mtters
of academic judgment.,

Faculty .vs- _Faculty

'1Tbe_redistribiltion of authority within institutions of:hirrIgher
education will 'oceia---not only between the facility and the-_tadministra-
tion, but within.the:faculty body as well Ai:stronger void-a-may be
acquired by faculty-traditionally excluded fromiparticipattlian in
decision-making by heir increased involvementinestabliabed pro-
cedures and/or by the shift to procedures governed by the .cdilective
bargaining contract.

Changeiin Type :of. Faculty. Participating:: It might beeXpeOted
that youngnon-77tenureci faculty, women and minority faculty,.: and
non-faculty ,groupsyyherejthe:latter:are_inCludedjn the bargaining
unit'wilI:seek a stronger voice. university governance through
facultybargaining.

:Young faculty bearing the brunt, of the worsening financial
climate'inHhigher education:may be particularly active in seeking
job protection through a bargaining agent.- It is probable that on
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many campuses the collective bargaining process will be used as
a channel by which women and minorities will seek to eliminate dis-
crimination. While external channels are available through govern-
mental administrative agencies and courts, the collective bargain-
ing process could provide a faster and more immediate means of
putting pressure on institutions of higher education to provide
equal treatment.

One commentator feels there may be a quality shift:

Not all faculty members will belong to the bargain-
ing agency or participate in its affairs. Those eschew-
ing it may include eminent members of the faculty who
object for_reasonss of principle, lack of time, or both.
Faements of the faculty, dissident from the traditional
modes of faculty representation because of their on
mediocrity and lack of advancement thereunder, may seize
upon this-:4&P mernative as an ersatz avenue to academic
'success' (:Oberer, 1969, p. 143).

The importance of faculty characteristics on redistribution of
power would appear to depend on the distribution of leadership of
the employee organization. As indicated in a previous discussion,
leadership in turn_is usually a function of the source of suppart
for, unionization. To the extern; that the faculty bargaining mave-
ment on a particular campus derives from the senior, tenured, male
faculty, the redistribution of-influence to different types of
faculty is likely to be minimized. The occupational scope of the
bargaining unit is also _determinative of the extent to which mUtho
rity is redistributed among the faculty and non-faculty employees
(see Alternate_Margaining below).

The contract adMinistration process may also affect the distri-
bution of authority within the faculty. For eample, the fact_that
many grievances may be against a faculty member's peers for hav-ing
been denied reappointment, tenure or promotion raises some interest-
ing questions for both the bargaining agent and the administration.
What role shouldYthe bargaining -agent take when the grievance, is
filed against other members of-the bargaining unit? What stance
should the university administration take when a grievance is filed
against faculty when they are performing their managerial roles,
particularly if they are sued in court by the grievant? The level
at which grievances are settled may also be affected whether or not
the decision being grieved was initially made by the grievant's
peers. If the peers made the adverse decision, then it is unlikely
that resolution would occur at the first step, unless they are
willing to reverse themselves. Additionally if a peer decision was
reversed at a higher level, for example, by a dean, then the faculty
will be unable to reverse that decision and the grievance will have
to move to that level.

The inCluaion, in the bargaining ,unit of department-ChairMen who.
have effective paWer to make recommendations concerning faculty
personnel, matters raises some difficult questions in respect to the
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contract administration process. What sort of internal political
problems 1,4:13_1 be presented to the faculty bargaining agent in pro-
cessing grievances? For instance, does the faculty organization
represent the grievant and ignore the interests of the chairman who
perhaps made the decisional)? As indicated above, the same dilemma
arises when a faculty member grieves against a decision made by his
faculty peers serving on an appointment and promotion.s committee.
It is not caear, therefore, that: the problems for the faculty organi
zation will be much more :dif 'ithan in situations where a faculty
peer deo-hci_on has been challenged. by the affected faculty member.

Furthermore, will a department chairman be as likely not to
recommend the reappointment or-Tteenuring of a faculty member, since
such a decision may result in g2devances being filed by his bar-
gaining unit; colleagues? One cuusequence of such a reluctance
might be that mediocre faculty =Quid be recommended for reappoint-
-Ment or tenure since the exis Leese o a formal procedure 'and an
organization to support the gr'valor,..; strengthens his relative power.

a_lsp possible that the. product of higher education, the
stitiVent., play a greater- TCoide in the processing of faculty
comp :,""lapt7aparticularly-Tx.f a- popular teacher has been denied tenure
or reappoitnent. Students -were less able to play a role in the
essentzially,, -informal procedures -used'.:previously.

Changes in Methods of Far-tfirty. -Participation. At a minimum,
faculty organizations will seek representation and participation in
existing ,.c.mmmittees and other governance structures to provide them
with continuing input intortzhe almvernance process. But one of the
most common. generalizations, crinoernin.g the impact of faculty bar-
gaining-:is that traditional modes& ,of faculty participation -- the
senate, the. committee structur., -peer judgments -- will deteriorate
in competition with the coileulive bargaining process. It is at
ti: is point -that the distinctiamrbetween faculty bargaining and other
types becomes apparent. Authority on many matters has also been
delegatedIto the faculty through senates and an elaborate network
of committees. Mor_eover, peer judgment often plays an important
part in decisions involving htrin.g, promotions and the granting of
tenure. In the typical private sector bargaining relationship in
the United States, management and unions generally have different
areas of primary concern -- management is primarily concerned about
producing and marketing ;a service or product, while unions are
primarily concerned not with the shape or color of the product, but
with the conditions of employment under which the product is tnade.

This division of pritn.ary concern has not been as true of many
institutions of higher education where the faculty, based on pro-
fessional qualifications, have claimed a role in the development
of educational policies. In other words, participative management
has been the practice of many institutions of higher education,
particularly four-year and graduate institutions. However, a task
force of the American Association of Higher Education felt that one
traditional means of faculty participation, the senates, would
atrophy' in competition with external bargaining agents (Task Force
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labor policies that are applied in all its plants (p. 953)."

Centralization occurs as a result of the way decisions are made in

the negotiation and administration of agreements. The specialized

knowledge required to negotiate and administer agreements stimulates
the development of centralized industrial relations staff. As

discussed previously, the contract administration process is an
important part of the rationalization and centralization effects

of unions.

One of the unique aspects of many institutions of higher educa-
tion is the extent to which management decision-making authority
is decentralized to subunits of the institution (departments and

schools). One effect of the centralization deriving from the bar-
gaining process would be to undermine the current prerogatives of
deans and department heads since much pre-bargaining policy design
and implementation tends to be localized in departments and colleges.
Department chairmen and deans will be required to follow more formal
guidelines in reaching their decisions and the scope for independent

judgment is likely to be constricted. It probably would not be

incorrect to say that many central administrators would view this

outcome favorably. As pointed out by many students of faculty
governance, the decentralized nature of academic decision-making
has inhibited the ability of central administrators to achieve

consensus towards desired university-wide goals (Corson, 1960).
Thus collective bargaining, by enhancing the control of the central
administration over subunits of the institution, may make educational

institutions more manageable.

Lepartment Chairmen. Another unique characteristic of most
institutions of higher education is that department chairmen have

had a rather ambiguous dual role. There has been a debate of long-

standing over whether department chairmen, who-are often elected,
are chosen primarily to protect the interests of their faculty
colleagues (like shop stewards) or to provide front-line supervisors
accountable to the administration (for example, see Brann and Emmet,

1972). The performance of both faculty and managerial functions by
department chairmen is in sharp contrast to front-line supervisors

in other organizations. In other organizations front-line super-
visors are often forbidden in the contract to do the work of those
they supervise; moreover, in the private sector and in most public
jurisdictions they are never in the bargaining unit.

It is likely that the unique boundary role,occupied by depart -
uent`chairmen will be clarified by,the faculty bargaining:prodeas.
The clarification of:therole.:of:department chairmen occurs , in part

in thedecisionas tO::Whether or not to include departMent chairmen

in the,bargainingunit: HGenerally'HdepartMent chairmen are'eXCluded
from the unit ifHtheir supervisory, dUtiea dOminate, that is, they

have:theauthority toeffectiVelymakereCOmmendations concerning
,prombtionslreappointmenta'andother' peraonnel:actions.,

Department, chamen :fpund to have such authority usually are adminia7-

txative appointees, rather than chairMen elected by their peers with

przforma evaluation at a higher aevel.
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It is difficult to predict the effect of bditftining OR *ftrtm
went chairmen who start out having a predominantly faculty role
and who are included in the bargaining unit, but the long-run effect
in most institutions will probably be in the direction of a firmer
managerial roie. The centralization of authority away from the
departmental level under bargaining and the desire of both depart-
ment chairmen and the faculty that the department chairmen maintain
strong faculty ties may reinforce a predominantly faculty role.

On the other hand, the increasing need under bargaining to
adhere to institution-wide policies makes department chairmen more
accountable to thc, central administration. Systematic policies
deriving from the bargaining process will cause middle management
to lose freedom in exercising judgment in areas such as staffing,
assignment and other personnel and educational matters. However,
department chairmen will be required to uniformily apply these new
policies, or be faced with the external review of their decisions
which results from having been grieved by the faculty organization.
Acting as an advocate in the grievance process is also likely to
widen the gap between department chairman and their Colleagues.

Other forces working on the side of efficiency may also tend
in the next few years to clarify the traditional dual role of

department chairmen, especially increasing demands by state govern-
ing boards to rationalize the expenditure of educational dollars.
Slowing and declining enrollments may also thrust department chair-
men into a stronger management role.

Other Levels of Administration. It is also likely that faculty
bargaining will reinforce a long-run shift of authority from local
governing boards to uentral campus administrators noted by Jencks
and Riesman (1969) to the extent that agreements are primarily
negotiated by administrators rather than board members. Moreover,
the increased emphasis and priority which will have to be given to
industrial relations problems in contrast to the other management
problems confronting the university may lead to a redistribution of
authority within the central campus administration. Many policy
decisions will now have to be shared with those holding industrial
relations responsibilities (Slichter,et al., 1960, p. 952).

Authority in public institutions of higher education where
state-wide governing boards, state budget agencies and legislatures
are incorporated into the decision-making process is quite diffuse.
Thus in public institutions, :'it is possible that in attempting to
shift power to themselves, the faculty may reinforce a relatively
recent shift of power from local institutions to state-wide govern-
ing institutions, a shift which many believe partly explains the
origins of faculty unions. The administrators on a local campus
will lose prerogatives as state agencies (such as state-wide govern-
ing boards or a governor's collective bargaining staff) become in-
volved through the bargaining process and contract administration
process with issues previously under local control. Thus, decision-
making could be centralized beyond the local campus. At the state
level, levels of state government external to the educational
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bureaucracy (state labor staff, budget staff, legislature) maybe
provided, increased participationin:educational affairs through,
the bargaining procesa.: 'Trhe discussion of the alternate bargaining

processes below will iliUctratethe:Wsyin whichithebargaining
prodess cah l_ead tOcentralization within" he management hierarchy.

Changes:in,Psychological Climate

It could beexpected that t he psycholOgical climate ,of institu7
tions of higher education'will be altered as a COnseqUende of theH

organizational atressesandstrains:resulting from the rationaliza-
tion ;of policiesand::redistribution ofauthority:Under collective
bargaining. Indeedimenyober.vers feel that the reforging of
faculty7administration relationshipsbrOught about by bargaining
will,haVe largelYUnfavorable,consequenceajor.the psyChological:
climate of institutions of higher edUcation. As indicated 4/1::

Figure 6,Hthe':psychOIOgiCai climate is a product of"'all-the inter-,

actions occurring in the policY 4evelopment and policy adtinistration
aspects of the bargaining:protess.-

For the:pUrpotes of assessing the impact ofoolleCtiVe bargain
ing, the payCholOgicalHdlimate is defined asHconsiating of the
folloWing sets of relationships: Faculty -- Faculty; Faculty
.Administration;' Faculty Student; AdMinistratiOn'--:,StUdent;
AdMinistration --HAdministration; apdlyaCultyH- Non-FacUlty,

relationshipa.

It-is probable that relations among faculty will be adversely
affected to the extent that certain groups of employees perceive
they are being treated differentinlly in the contract. For example,
does the junior faculty feel that the negotiated package favors the
senior faculty, or does the faculty feel that the non-faculty members
of the bargaining team receive better treatment? Additionally,
certain faculty may be unhappy because the negotiated rules changes
interfere with previously existing authority in hiring, promotion,

and tenure decisions. For example, a bad climate may develop within
a department which has to accept a colleague who has successfully
challenged an adverse peer decision through the grievance process:
pn the other hand, in the long run, improved relationships among
the faculty and an increased awareness of university problems by
the faculty may result from the increased contact and communications
among colleagues from other departments and colleges brought about
by bargaining activities. It is possible that anxieties concerning
requirements for promotion and tenure will be reduced as consistent
procedures and criteria are developed from the negotiations and
contract administration processes.

In:regard to faCultyHadMinistratiOn relationships, many indivi-
dUalaand.groUpb :preferring, internal governing mechanisms see the::
university as a community Ofselfgoverning:aCholata in whiCh both.
J'pculty and administratOrs share theHsame general'educational goals.
Thus;oollective;bargaining is 'oppOsed because it is felt that
unionism presumes an adVeraari/Tolarized, emplOyer7employee rela
tionship. If such a relatiOnshipdoes develoP; then it is feared'
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that in time the recruitment of administrators from the faculty may
become difficult. Whether such a relationship develops will prob-
ably depend in large measure on the nature of the bargaining re-
lationship. An adverse relationship is more likely to polarize
faculty-administration relations at all levels of an institution.

A unique characteristic of institutions like colleges, welfare
agencies and prisons is that the relationship between the producer
and the product is a human relationship. As a consequence, changes
in the faculty-administration relationship brought about by collective
bargaining may affect the faculty-student relationship, particularly
if the students perceive that increased faculty benefits will be at
their expense. An issue which is distributive between faculty and,
student needs, economic or otherwise, may fit this category. This
sort of competition is particularly likely to exist where the grad-
uate students are in the same or different bargaining unit.
Alternatively, the integrative potential of some issues may improve
faculty-student relations, for example, reduced class size helps
both groups. Students may become more militant in seeking greater
participation to ensure that their interests are protected in
competition with bargaining, thus reinforcing a trend in recent
years towards greater student participation in university governance.
In private schools where tuition increases tend to be more directly
related to faculty salary increases, students would be more likely
to oppose faculty increases and support the administration, in
public inatitutions, this link is more difficult to perceive. At
Rutgers.University, for example, though the students were extremely
vocal against a proposed tuition increase, they apparently have not
tried to link the increase to increases in faculty benefits.

Administration-student relationships will likely be the inverse
of the faculty-student relationships which develop under collective
bargaining. If the students view faculty gains as their loss, they
are likely to be supportive of adminstration positions. where
graduate students are reqpresented by a bargaining agent, the rela-
tionship between the graduate students and the administration will
be directly related to the nature of their bargaining relationship.
Relations may be better where the graduate students are included in

.:,:ame unit as the facility since many of the possible adMinistra-,
tioT.-student differences will be mediated by the intraorganizational
bargaining process within the bargaining. unit.

Relationshipa within the administrative hierarchy may also be
affected by the bargaining process. Administrators at lower levels
(department chairmen and deans) may resent the centralization of
authority which occurs in both the policy development and policy
administration areas under collective bargaining. It is possible
tha-t.feelings of being left out of the decision-making process could
cause widespread resentment and disenchantment, .perhaps leading to
higher turnover and some difficulty in recruiting adminstrators from
faculty ranks. TheSe :.7elings could also have an important effect
on the bargaining.reationship if the contract is undermined due to
middle manageMents lack of committment to the pOlicies contained
within the Contract. The bargaining ` process could affect relation-
ships at other levels of administration if competition develops
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between industrial relations 'specialists and other academic managers,
or if already strained relationships between an institution and state
regulatory agenciesare further stressed under collective bargaining.

Relationships between the faculty and other groups of employees
(for example, secretaries, custodial staff or guards) may be coopera-
tive on some issues, perhaps leading to formation of coalitions
among bargaining units, or competitive if an issue is distributive
between faculty and non-faculty needs.

Allocation of Resources

Another likely result of the rationalization of policy and the
redistribution.of authority under collective bargaining (see Figure

6) will be a reallocation of resources. In a power context, manage-
ment must compromise the competing interests within an organization
between benefits for the faculty and other resource requirements
such-as student needs, building progrums and benefits for other
employees. To the extent that facUlty bargaining. units are success-
ful in achieving improved economic benefits, resources may have to
be reallocated from other potential uses within the institution
unless tuition and/or state aid.is increased. In other words, the
amount of money available for faculty benefits may not only increase
absolutely, but also relatively unless additional outside funds
become available to fund all Competing needs. If increased funds
are not available, a faculty at some point may have to consider
whether it needs a better pension system or-more library books and
secretarial help.

. The resources earmarked for salary funds may also experience ,a
relative redistribution 1.ue to collective bargaining policies. For

example, a highly structured, automatic salary distribution system
may in time eliminate differentials created by market factors:
It is also probable that non-faculty members of the bargaining unit
may gain relatively greater benefits than the faculty, as pointed
out in an earlier discussion. In general, to the extent that bar-
gaining gains equal benefits for everyone, traditional economic
differentials will diminish within institutions (for example, by
sex, rank, type of employee, departments or other subunit), between
different types of public educational institutions in the same
state (two-year versus four-year versus graduate institutions) or
between educational institutions and non-educational institutions
(for example, a prison system or highway department). There may
be similar effects in regard to non-salary items. For example,

teaching, assistants may, be allocated to departments or institutions
in a more systematic way as a consequence of bargaining.

The bargaining process may affect the resource allocation pro-
cess in another way, that is, by slowing down attempts of administra-
tive officials to incorporate change. In the private sector unions

have slowed down change by negotiating restrictive work rules or
policies aimed at alleviating the problems of Amployee displacement.
Educational institutions in these days of financial stringency may
find faculty organizations impeding what the administration perceives
to be the most efficient allocation of resourcee.
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Alternate Bargaining Process

The tem "alternate bargaining" refers to the various types
of bargaining activities occurring outside of the primary bargain-
ing process. As previously defined, the primary bargaining process
includes the negotiations between the employee and management bar-
gaining agents at the bargaining table and the intraorganizational
bargaining which occurs between the union negotiators and the mem-
bers of the bargaining unit and beti+ n the management negotiators
and other management levels not represented at the table.

Alternate bargaining may take a number of forms. First, when
some issues are tacitly or explicitly non-negotiable, the bargain-
ing agent nevertheless will often have input to policy making
through a consultation procedun'. Second, factional disputes with-
in the bargaining unit unresolvd by the intraorganizational bar-
gaining process may cause issues of concern to a particular group
to be handled informally.- Third, factional disputes within the
management hierarchy created by diffuse authority and varying
management values may allow bargaining to occur at several levels
of management as the bargaining agent seeks out that level most
sympathetic to its views. Fourth, alternate bargaining may also
occur when a level of management is the common employer of a num-
ber of different bargaining units which form coalitions against
that level of management. Finally, alternate bargaining may occur
during the contract administration phase as the parties work out
proceares to apply the contract or as the bargaining agent achieves
additional benefits through the grievance route by virtue of favor-
able grievance decisions. As will be pointed out in the following
discussion, each type of alternate bargaining is derived frOm some
aspect of the primary bargaining process, that is, alternate bar-
gaining is an output of the primary bargaining activities. Figure
7 illustrates this relationship.

Issues Concerning asotiabili_ty.

In any bargaining relationship, disputes over negotiability
are likely to arise, and in the educational context many Of the
disputed issues will fall into the;area'of educational pOlicy. The
procedures agreed to by the bargaining agent and the administration
for providing faculty (or bargai ,Az agent) input on a wide range
of policy questions are important. A uniqUe characteristic of
many higher is the extent to whiCh faculty
consultation is sought on policy questions,' usUallyin the form of
senates and an elabbratenetwork of committees-. Thus-, when collec-

tive bargaining develops in these institutions, a new decision.
making procedure is imposed on existing procedures forfaculty'
input to policy' determination. Of course, one of the most common
generalizations concerning theiimpact of fabulty'bargaining4s
that the traditional modesof faculty participation will deterio-
rate in competition with the collective bargaining process.

If the traditional union modelfor decision-making is ,followed,
on issues which the adMinistration considered to be hOnnegotiable,::
formal or informal:consulting:procedures may be, set up,tOprbvide
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the bargaining agent with input on these issues. The key point is
that the bargaining agent would be the sole conduit for faculty
input un all issues-, thus undermining any 'existing procedures for
faculty input. It is this model to which many allude when they
say that faculty collective bargaining is incongruous 'with the
characteristics of institutions of higher 'education,

However, there are two other decision-making models which
would preserve traditional faculty consultation procedures. The
"constitutional" model would establish or protect traditional
mechanisms by incorporating them into the bargaining agreement
(Garbarino, 1972a). In this model the bargaining agent would agree
to delegate most of its consultation activities to other bodies,
but it protects this transfer of authority by giving contractual
status to the other decision-making forums. Substantive decisions
on salary and related matters would be made in the traditional
union pattern and incorporated into an agreement, while a "proce-
dural agreemeneis made to codify procedures for making input on
other kinds of decisions, usually those dealing with educational
policy. The. epitome of the constitutional model is probably re-
presented by the Boston State and Worcester State College agreements
where the agreements set up a governance system where none had
existed before.

A second model, the "informal model" differs from the constitu-
tional model primarily in the way in which the traditional gover-
nance procedures are related to the bargaining process (Degin,1973a).
Here there are no formal, contractual relationships between the
two systems of governance, but there is informal agreement among
the parties at the table, or it is only broadly alluded to in the
agreement, that the traditional procedures will be preserved. The
relationship between the processes has not been formalized primarily
because the faculty at the institutions will not support any tamper-
ing with established, traditional procedures. Rutgers University
and Central Michigan University primarily fit this model.

To the extent that the constitutional and informal models
develop and stabiliZe, then collective bargaining and traditional
governance procedures have been molded together. However, a number
of factors operate to make such an amalgath unstable,, particularly
the informal model. First of all, the bargaining agent, as the
exclusive representative of the faculty, haa.a monopoly on repre-
senting faculty interests: Referring issues to other forums IS a
complicated and someWhat risky business for the faculty organizetion

because there ia'no,guarantee that a Senate:which might con-
tain different constituenciesjfaculty not supporting bargaining,
administrators not involved in bargaining, competing union organi-:
zatiOna and Student4"will produce the:desired outcome. Rules
changes which result froM:th&conaultation process usually would.
be excludedHfrom the,contraCtatd may not be subject to the grie-
vanc&Procedure. HNOr would the bargaining agent get full political
credit. As a corisequencefaculty Organizatioh,may,be reluctant
to delegate its consultation activities to another body.



Another major problem in working out a compromise between the

two systems of faculty participation is confronted when an attempt

is made to differentiate between negotiable issues and issues to

be left to traditional means of faculty deliberation. Brown (1965)

describes the difficulty as follows:

First, the matter of salaries is linked to the
matter of workload, workload is then related directly
to class size; class size to range of offerings, and

range of offerings to curricular 'policy. Dispute

over class size may also lead to bargaining over
admission policies (p. 316).

Moreover, early in a bargaining relationship it is usually difficult
to separate the negotiable from the non-negotiable issues since
both parties to the negotiations are less willing to .explicitly
admit to the negotiability or non-negotiability of many issues.
Disputes over the forum in which issues are to be considered are
what may make the constitutional and informal models unstable over

. the long run.

The type of bargaining relationship which develops in a given
academic environment is also extremely important in shaping the

fate of traditional faculty governance. As Walton and McKersie

(1965) point out:

A general proposition about how the agenda and
outcomes of bargaining may be influenced by the re-
lationship pattern in labor relations is that as
Parties move from the competitive end to the coopera-

tive end of the relationship spectrum, they tend to
increasingly confine distributive bargaining (resource
allocation) to the areas of inherent conflict, e.g.,
economic items, and to expand the number of areas in
which integrative bargaining (problem-solving) occurs

(p. 203).

In the faculty bargaining context, it would appear that the
problem-solving exchange of a cooperative relationship would be an
important prerequisite to a compromise between traditional modes
of faculty governance and the collective bargaining process. A

high conflict, adversary relationship is certain to interfere with,

efforts to preserve traditional faculty inputs because the "number
of matters" with which the parties deal informally "inactive
consultation" outside the contract will most likely be affected
by the bargaining relationship (Walton and McKersie, 1965).

Other factors are also important. The existance of competing

employee organizations may hinder the conservation of traditional

procedures. If the administration attempts to use the senates

negatively as a means of undermining union authority by giving
the senates broader authority, then this will not bode well for the

survival of the traditional procedures. On the other hand, eMrts
to preserve senate proceduresmay be enhanced if the 5enaIg proc4-

dures are used as an alternate bargaining process to protect' ;i.e
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local faculty autonomy where the bargaining structure introduces
into the negotations parties external to the institution; for
example, state-wide governing boards.

In sum, the type of consultation procedures which dev-e. in

a bargaining relationship will affect in major ways the lat.,,we
impact of faculty bargaining on the structures, processes tend
relationships in higher education (see rationalization of ,Fac

redistribution of authority and psychological climate).

Bargaining, Unit Factionalism

Factions may arise within a bargaining unit whenever membeo
of the unit have dissimilar interests. For example, there may be
differences between different geographical locations, junior and
senior faculty, males and females, minority groups, or different..
occupations. A bargaining unit with broad occupational diversity,
for example, a unit including faculty, graduate students, non-
teaching professionals and part-time faculty, is particularly
susceptible to factionalism.

Generally, many of the differences are resolved internally,

but when the intraorganizational bargaining proCess is unable to
mediate the various interests, issues of concern to a particular
group may be driven off the bargaining table as the faction seeks
some differential advantage by-bargaining informally with the
administration.2 It is expected that differences over the distri-
bution of scarce resources may-particularly factionalize the employ-
ees represented by an occupationally diverse bargaining unit.

In this form of alternate bargaining, the factions may bargain
directly with management, either to reach an informal settlement
or to convince management to adopt their position in the contract
settlement (see Figure 8). Thus, the rules changes resulting from
this type of activity may or may not be incorporated into the
formal agreement.

Alternate bargaining between union factions and management also
feeds back to the primary bargaining process in that pressure is
exerted on the rest of the union to resolve the conflict through
intraorganizational bargaining. If an agreeable informal settle-
ment is not reached with management, the employee faction may re
quest a new, morehomogeneous bargaining unit. Since it is usually
-difficult for a bargaining unit to break up into several smaller
units once it is established, the primary effect of this tactic
would be to feedback on the primnry bargaining process by creating
pressure on negotiators to meet the faction's demands.

2It is possible that management would seek to negotiate directly
with theunion membership,'or'factions thereof, in order to under-
mine the union's bargaining power. In the private sector, this
tactic has been labeled Boulwarism, after Lemeul Boulware of the
General Electric Company.



Figure 8

MODEL OF ALTERNATE BARGAINING PROCESSES OF A BARGAINING
UNIT COMPRISED OF DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS
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Management Factionalism

The formation of factions within the administrative hierarchy,
like bargaining unit factionalism, also creates opportunities for
alternate bargaining. A primary cause of management factionalism
is diffusion of management authority. Clearly, the educational
systems where management authority is more widely.diffused would
have a more difficult time achieving internal consensus in the
prithary bargaining process. The managers at different levels may
not share common values in respect to the needs of higher education.
Moreover, the different selection procedures used to choose the
managers (elected officials versus appointed officials) lead them
to serve different constituencies. In addition,.the diffusion of
management authority promotes bargaining with-different levels of
management because they often have real or perceived inde17,endent

jurisdictions. In sum, a broad diffusion of management authority
increases the probability that the intraorganizational bargaining
process will break down, leading to bargaining at different levels
of management as the employee organizations seek out the optimum
settlement.

The ability of the management team to achieve internal consensus
reduCes the opportunity for bargaining agents to bargain with var-
ious levels of management. Thus, where there is a lower diffusion
of management-authority concomitant with a high degree of internal
management consensus, it is expected that more of the rules changes_
deriving from collective bargaining will come out of the primary
negotiations and beincorporated into the bargaining agreement.
However, when there is low internal consensus even with a narrower
diffusiorrbf management authority, alternate bargaining processes
to circumvent the contract rules would be expected to develop.

The forms which alternate bargaining can take due to the dif
fusion of management authority'are varied and tend to be dependent
on the following factors;

1. Extent of diffusion.of management authority;

2. Bargaining structure:

a. The level of management at which formal nego;_Lations
occur.

. The composition of the bargaining unit:

Functional composition (two-year, four-year
graduate institutions)

Institutional composition (number of institutions
in the unit)

Geographical composition.

Extent of Diffusion of Management Authority. It is expected
that the extent of diffUsion of management authority will be an

imPortant determinant of the type and frequency of alternate bar-
gaining processes. Most public systems tend to have a high degree
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of diffusion since the management hierarchy might include local
campus administrators (industrial relations staff and academic
administrators), local governing Wards, state-wide governing
boards, executive branch of government (industrial relations staff
and budget staff as well as the governor) and the legislature.
Diffusion of management authority is also a characteristic of
private industry negotiations, particular.34 in company-wide or
industrywide negotiations, Bowever,a broad diffusion of manage-
ment authority appears to:bemore generalized in the public sector.
In terms,mT higher education, those institutions where the:manage-
,ment hierarChy primarily consists: of the -101adminiStrartion and
..governing boar:4.1011 int° the low ditfUsiOn category. Private
institUtions and Many :community colleges have structures of this
type.

Bargaining Structure. The bargaining structure of a given
bargaining relatibnahip is particularly determinative of the nature
of the alternate bargaining processes which develop. The bargain-.
ing unit determines the functional, institutional, geographical
(and occupational) composition of the employees represented at
the bargaining table, and thereby defines the level of management
at the bargaining table. Negotiations must occur at minimum at the
lowest level of management common to the employees represented by
the bargaining agent.: In the case of public institutions of high-
er education, even if negotiations occur between the institutional
administration and the union, the state is a party to the negOtia
tions to the extent that state authoritie5 have to approve the
contract even, if they do not sit at the bargaining table:

Functional composition refers to the variety of different
kinds of institutions which are included in the bargaining unit.
The Stite University of New York bargaining unit would be repre-
sentative of a unit with a broad functional composition since it
includes graduate centeral four-year colleges and two -year colleges.
Institutional: composition refers to theinumber of institutions of
similar type which are included in thetargainingunit. All eight
New Jersey State c924egeearejn a eingleunit, while the Rutgers
Unit s1 y ba4gainingunitcOvers one institution. Geographical
coMpOsition referatothe. fact that there may be different geo-
graphical areasrepresentedjn:the:bargaining unit. A bargaining
unit covering one institution may or may not have geographical
dispersion. The Jiutgers faculty unit, for example,:ia:Spread
across three major'university :centers,: Units.with a broad
tional, and institutional:cOmPosition also haVe:geograPhical die-
perSion.

The functional, institutional and geographical bargaining unit
dimensions represent a continuum from the broadest possible unit
dimensions to the narrowest. If a unit has functional dispersion
then most of the other dimensions are represented as well The

occupational scope of a bargaining unit, discussed above under
bargaining unit factionalism, is not necessarily related to the
of dimensions of the composition of the bargaining unit, for
it is possible to have a faculty-only unit with broad functional



dispersion. Several type of bargaining vests will be discussed
below in regard to the types of alternate bargaining which they

produce.

The Single Institution Unit with no Gecgtaphical Diversity.
The simplest, case of alternnte bargaining, occW.-s when the bargain-

iltig unit is comprised of the faculty et a stmgle educational

y's sltitutionliititi only one campus aocation. -In this case, the

1gJWest common level of management would be-the president and his

corporate-wide administration. Management levels exist both above
and below the lowest level of common management: department chair-
men and deans are below the president and central administration;
the governing board is the highest level, c)-: - corporate -wide manage-

ment; and, institutioms vailasliC.!.,vels of state mane-

mav e%.ist' above the instttutiomaL P,7,ve.rning board -- the

f-sr-talent administrating that type of eii4c.:tiz;.;-Innal institution,

tLe department regulating all institutions of higher education,
the department regulating public employee bargaining, the governor,
and the legislature.

Within the institution. aIternateigkining will occur with
higher level -6:1tAement than th negot:-.-fstaim on the management

t on isftes wt lch there is joint agreement between the union
and higher level management that this is an issue subject to higher
jurisdication than the highest level of management at the bargain-
ing table. The highest level of management at the bargaining
table will be, at minimum, the lowest level of management that
the employees represented by the bargaining agent have in common.
At a single institution this would usually be the president or
his representative.

Emplgyee bargain ca.sisentS ,4:111 UFaally attempt to bargain

with mamageigent other than those -at Olt negotiating table when-
,n lack of consensus over policy-xar jurisdiction is perceived

to exist among management levels. 7Tae;t:motivation for the separate

negotiations would be to exert premature or leverage on the manage-
ment representatives at the table annto. go to the source of autho-
rity orncertain'issues. For example w union negotiators may
by-pass the president's negotiator-ma-bargain directly with the
president, or the bargaining agentamay go to the governing board
to exert pressure on the central aat±nstration negotiators.

External to the institution, the'union can also "end run" the
local governing authorities by directly negotiating with state
authorities ,(several layers exist, as described ebOve). Faculty
unions may by-pass local administration negotiators where they
perceive the local allthoritie do not have the authority, to nego-
tiate and/or to create preSsureon the local negotiator's. If they
Perceived incorrectly; the administrators on a local campusmay
lose 'prerogatives as state agencies ,(such as state-wide governing

boards or the governor's collective bargaining staff) become in-
.

volved through, the bargaining process (and the contrac-tadministra-
tion process) with issues Previously under local control. Thus,

decision-making:would become centralized beyond the'local campus.
'Rules changes resulting from these by-passing activities would.
)1St] n11v annenr in ,fhpfnrmAl rnntrprf_
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Negotiations between the union and higher level institutional
management may result in a coalition between the union and the
institutional management to bargain together or to individually
pursue common goals with state administrative authorities or the
legislature. This is likely to happen when both the employees
and the institutional management view state management as "outsiders"
who are interfering in local affairs. In this case the coalition
would pressure state management to agree to terms of the contract
which are subject to the latter's approval.

Alternate bargaining will occur between the union and a lower
level of management on issues for which there is joint agreement
that the proper jurisdiction is lower than the highest level of
management at the bargaining table, for example, state agencies.
Although representatives of state-wide management may not be
physically present at the bargaining table, they expect to be
informed about the course of negotiations and must approve the
contract.

Alternate bargaining is done in these situations to avoid
the purview of higher management, and/or to protect the local
institution's autonomy. The union and lower management can settle
issues directly, establishing either local rules which do not
appear in the agreement or local deviations to circumvent the
broader formal contract, or the parties may jointly agree to pur-
:sue rules changes through established governance procedures. An
important effect of this type of coalition would be to preserve
traditional governance procedures. In fact, a shared believe in
preserving these procedures may reinforce this activity. However,

these tactics are likely to be effective in the long run only
where the local governing.board hes some degree of autonomy since
the circumvented parties may not permit such activities once they
become aware of them.

Negotiations between a union and lower management may lead the
parties to the conclusion that the problem has to be settled at
a higher level of management even though they initially thought it
fell within lower management's jurisdiction. In this case, the
parties may form a coalition and present their joint position to
the higher level of management who may or may not be at the bar-
gaining table.

The Geographically Diverse, Single Institution Unit. When the
bargaining unit is composed of a single educational institution
having more than one campus, the alternate bargaining processes
include a new dimension in addition to those processes occurring
at a single institution having one campus location. The complexity
of institutional management increases when the bargaining unit is
geographically diverse, because other levels of management below
the president and central administration may be created and dele-
gated authority to administer each campus.

The existence of campus -local administratorscreates the
possibility of megotiationsbetWeen theunion and Campus-local



management on those issues which both parties agree are of mutual
but local concern. For example, representatives of faculty working
at the campus and the campus provost could negotiate over schedul-
ing of classes, which is done locally. A campus-local bargaining
agent and the campus administrator could directly negotiate local
rules or local deviations) or they could refer local issues to
another decision-making forum, for example, the local campus senate
or committee on parking. If the local issue seems to have univer--
sity-wide implications, the union, or coalition of unions, and
campus administrator might form a coalition to jointly refer the
issue to the primary negotiations done between institution-wide
administrators and the bargaining agent. Generally, by dealing
with issues of local concern, this type of alternate bargaining'
would tend to inhibit the centralizing tendency of collective
bargaining, and is in part a response to this tendency. In time,

these informal local negotiations may be institutionalized by
becoming a formal part of thebargaining process.

The Institutionally Diverse Unit. An institutionally diverse
bargaining unit is comprised of several corporately distinct in-
stitutions of the same type who negotiate together for one contract.
For example, all fourteen Pennsylvania State Colleges are in the
same unit as are all eighteen junior colleges in Minnesota.

In an institutionally diverse bargaining unit, the lowest
common level of management is above the corporate-wide management
of any single institution and probably would be at the state
level -- the administrators of that type of institution, for
example, a state board of education for state colleges, or a
department of higher education. As a result, negotiation on issues
needing higher jurisdiction cannot be held at the level of a
single institution, as might happen with a bargaining unit composed
of a single institution. When there is joint agreement that there
is an issue subject to higher jurisdiction than the highest level
of management at the bargaining table, then the joint agreement
would have to be between the bargaining agent and a level of
management above the state-wide governing board, if that board
was the highest level of management at the table. The levels of
management above a state-wide, educational governing board could
be comprised of the governor's office, his labor relation's staff,
the budget director or the legislature.3

3A governor's labor relations staff is higher than the lowest
level of management common to all the institutions in an institu-
tionally diverse bargaining unit and in practice, a representative
from the governor's staff is often at the negotiating table. A
salient question is under what circumstances does a representa-
tive from the governor's staff sit' in on (and therefore lead,
because of his higher authority) the negotiations; and under what
circumstances is he merely (a) kept informed of the negotiations,
or (b) presented with the contract for ratification?
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Negotiation on issues for which there is joint agreement that
these issues are subject to lower jurisdiction than the highest
level of management at the table can occur at all le/els below
the-highest level of management at the bargaining table. If the
governor's labor staff negotiates at the bargaining table, nego-
tiations with lower level management could include informal bargain-
ing with lower level state authorities, for example, agreements
between a department of higher education and the bargaining agent.
Local negotiation could also occur with the corporate-wide manage-
ment of a single institution, or with the local campus administra-
tion at a single institution having several campuses. Local
bargaining processes between the union and lower management will
take place both to form coalitions to exert pressure. on higher
management and to make rules tailored to the local situations.
The inability of state-level negotiations to meet local needs may
in time lead to institutionalized local negotiations at each
institution. In the meantime, the circumvented level of management
would more than likely view these local agreements as illegitimate.

The Functionally Diverse Unit. A functionally diverse bargain-
ing unit includes several types of educational institutions in a

single bargaining unit. The lowest level of common management
would be a state-wide educational governing board or a governor's
labor staff, if a department regulating all institutions of higher
education did not exist. The legislature is rarely at the bargain-
ing table, and issues requiring higher jurisdiction than the high-
est level of management at the bargaining table will often require
lobbying efforts to change labor and other eMployee legislatiOn.
The union and any level of management below the legislature.May
forma - coalition to lobby. However, to avoid the charge of
collusion, the parties might lobby separately, or simply form a

tacit coalition by not opposing the other party's efforts. The

additional form of alternate bargainingoccurring in this type
of unit would be where the faculty from institutions of a similar
type (for example, all graduate centers) would attempt to affect
the overall negotiations in their.favor by informally negotiating
with the level of management at the bargaining table.

Management is a Common Employer

Whenever a particular level of management is the common em-
ployer of employees represented in several different bargaining
units, then alternate bargaining is likely to occur between this
level of management and coalitions which form among the bargain-
ing units. The coalitions form, around issues and problems which
the different bargaining units perceive they have in common and/or
issues for which a particular level of management has formulated
a uniform policy for all the employees in the coalition. The
coalitions are attempts to enhance the power of the employee

organizations, and coalitionsaccomplish this in part by improving
communications among the different employee groups.'

In a diffuse management structure, coalition formation is
likely to occur on several levels. At the lowest level employee
groups from a single campus or a single institution might form,a



coalition to deal with a problem relevant only to that Iodation,
for exaMple parking. Thecoalition will seek a resolution or:.
the problein with local management but failing there, may approach
higher levels of ManageMent to create pressure on local management.
Rules changes resulting from this type of bargaining: would often
involve extra- contractual changesjn institution policies since
a number of different bargaining units are involved.

At a higher level, when a level of management:it the common
employer of a number of different educational institutions, coali-
tions may form between different faculty groups or between faculty
groups and other occupations At the highest level, coalitions
may form'etWeen employee groups in higher education and employee
groups representing other types of state employees.- For example,
in New 4erteymediCal and pension" benefits for state emplbyees
are covered by statuteandWould require legislation 1.7:r:1Hchst.ge
COalitions may form among all bargaining units representing state
employees to pressure for changes; In the higher education con
text, policies on class size, t :Aire or other: matters may be ettab7
lished by state-wide governing boards, leading to coalitions againSt
such boards made up of facultybargaining agents

It could be expeCted that Coalitions would be unstable in the
long-run due to the competitive' nature of unions, and due to the
fact that issues which are distributive among the bargaining units
would tend to weaken or break up the.coplitiOns op the other
hand, Coalition formation could lead to a permanent tie among
certain'groupsby establishing a precedent fora single unit.
Such a:,decision,:jormalizing.a defacto coalition among separate
bargaining unittateach of_the state colleges, has reCently::been
Made for`. the terse yState Coilegea.

Contract Administration Bargaining

Bargaining does not necessarily conclude after the contract
is signed. Often the procedures required to implement the contract
must "be worked out An example of rules application bargaining
would' be the development of a procedure for distributing merit
money. It is also possible that bargaining will Occur in the
grievance process as the bargaining agent attempts to use the
grievance process as a means of,achieving Other goals. The bar-
gaining agent may stir up grievances to put pressure on contract
negotiations. Moreover, decisions favorable to the bargaining
agent and its members may overturn past management practices, thus
resultiLg in policy changes outside of formal negotiations.

Impact of Alternate Bargaining

As a policy-making procedure, the alternate bargaining process
in its various forms will have important impacts on educational
institutions. :Generally, the effects will be the same as the pri-
mary bargaining process =- the policies will contribute to:a ration-
alization of management practices,' a redistribution of authority,
a change in the psychological climate and a reallocation of re
sources. Specifically, coalitions will affect the faculty-administra-:
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tion distribution of power. Union bypassing activities ,may con-
tribute to a :centralization of authority:within the administra-
tive hierarchy,- affecting the'administration"7 administration
distributionof-authority.. Another:impOrtanteffect of alternate
bargaiiIng is theprospect that traditionalforms oftacuitY,
governance will be preserveth rt:isAmPOrtant that theseeffects
of alternate bargaining and others POintedout in the above dis7
CusSion of the :various, forms of alternate bargaining, are:aCcounted
for in any research assessing the iMnaCt of facility bargaining.

FeedbacktoJJrimary Bargaining Process

ifhe,feedback loop (dotted line) from'the posited impacts of
colleCtive:bargainingtothe:primary: bargaining process (Figure 6)
represents fthe incorporation, of the o collective
bargaining into the atruOtures ,Proceasesand relationships of
institutions of higher education and theirsubsequent effect on
negotiations. Continuing'faCulty:-support:,for:the'bargaining -pro-
cessis dependenton:the'facultyorganization!s ability to alle7
,viate sources of facUlty-dissatisfaction by bringing about±changes'
in' the institutional framework. If' ncreaseaculty rewards and
control have been forthcoMing..fromthe negotiations process, these
gains shouldreinforceaCceptance of the bargaining process. As

a faculty achieves particular gains from the bargaining proCesS,
it may than Shift: its attention to other needs or concerns (Hellriegeli
et al., 1970).

Conceivablyithe system impact of collective bargaining could
1:?aof'auch a nature as to elicit eXternaljegislativedr:Court,
reactions, particularly if:a-strike extended the impact of bar7

impacton
thepubliclikit it is unlikely that the outcome of a particular
bargaining -,r.elationshipi:,11Ss the Outcome isextremeand/or
,..:t.hebargainingunitisiarge,willbringabOutresponseS:from the
legislature 'in thefOrm of new'laws regulating collective bargain
ing,tonduCt7 PartiCilipt:settlementshave:aOthe impact on the
external' market because thisis,'.An parthow Wagedatternsand
other benefits become. transmitted and established For example,
the wage Structureatthe!CityUniversity::of NeWAOrk:no:dOubthas!
been,WidelY admired and Cited'by:other:faCultyorganilatiOns,,in
a bargaining; context.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

It is expected that faculty bargaining will lead to a number
of changes within institutions of higher education. Generally,
institutions of higher education will become more democratic
bureaucracies to the extent that more faculty share in more insti-
tutional decisions. However, by rationalizing and centralizing
decision-making within the administrative hierarchy, collective
bargaining also creates a more formalized bureaucracy than pre-
viously existed. Thus, by attempting to create or reinforce its
professional autonomy through the bargaining process as a means
of adapting to increasingly bureaucractic organizations, a faculty
is also reinforcing the growth of bureaucracy in institutions of
higher education.

Many commentators on the expected effects of faculty bargain-
ing are also predicting that the collective bargaining process, by
its very nature, will destroy traditional governance procedures by
focusing on individual .needs, by Compromising educational policy
for economic gains, and by substituting adversary decision-making
procedures for rational discourse. However, generalizations con-
cerning the impact of faculty bargaining are extremely hazardous
without identifying the determinants of such change in institutions
of higher education now engaged in faculty bargaining. Institutions
of higher education have unique structural and technological charac-
teristics which tend to make the effects of the interaction between
the collective 'bargaining process and higher education complex.

The conceptual framework developed in the present study is not
meant to be a compaete statement of all possible sub-system inter-
actions. Rather, it is a device for identifying in an organized
manner major explanatory relationships. It remains for systematic
research to refine and weigh the importance of the various rela-
tionships illustrated. Two important caveats are in : order, however,
for, any research effort in higher education aimed at singling out
the effects of faculty bargaining. First,' other economic and
political forces, particularly legislatures and state-vide govern-
ing boards, are operating to bring about similar cha4-,es in the
administrative aYstems.of higher eduCation with regard to the
rationalization and centralization of management authority. Indeed,
it is these forces, in part. to which the faculty bargaining move-
ment is responding. Thus, researchers must be prepared to separate
out bargaining effects from changes brought about by adverse econo-
mic conditions and by legislatures and super-boards wh:Ich are
attempting to rationalize the expenditure of tax dollars for higher
education.

Secondly, not only must a researcher separate the effects of
bargaining from other ongoing forces affecting the institution,
but adequate measures on the state of the institution before collec-
tive bargaining must be obtained to effectively assess the impact,
of bargaining. Post-bargaining impacts should not be measured
against some ideal pre-bargaining state of affairs, To 147-1Lre.:, or

underestimate either of these factors is to attribute to(7, of
the change in higher education to the bargaining process.
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